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MONTREAL MEDICL JOIJUPL
VOL. XXXIV PRIL 1905. No'4

REGENERATION OF THE AXONES OF SPINALKNEURONES
* TN. MAiiN.

DAVID ALEXANDER SHIRRES, M.D
Professor of Neurology, University of Vermont; Neurologist Montreal Gen-

eral Hospital; Lecturer in Pathol ogy, McGill University, 'Montreal.

Gentlemen,--The subject I have to discuss to-day is reg.neration of
the axones of the spinal néurones in inan. I shal deal with the resul

of personal observation to a large extent and have e nsidered it ex-'
pedient to make but few references to the extensive literature ,bearinzg
upon the subject.

Considerable doubt as to the possibility of regeneration taking place
is -widely expressed. Numerous experimenters hav op rated up.n
monkeys, dogs and other animals; but so' far as I ar aware- exc pt in
the recent paper by Dr. James Collier in Brain, where he states that
imediate suture experiments upon the spinal cords of animals have

showvn that regeneration is possible-have failed to establish the fact
thatregeneration takes place in -the spinal axones.

.Sir William Gowers, in his text book, on Discases of the Nervous
System, Vol. 1., in discussing transverse myelitis of the .cord refers to
the possibility of regeneration taking place, and he notes a case where
at -one tine a very considerable destruction of the cord was present with
symptoms approaching transverse division, namely, complete motor

paraplegia, grave sensory disturbances, increased reflexes, bladder and
rectal retention, etc. After many months a fair return of motion and
sensation took place, spasticity being a marked feature. After the
lapse of years the patient died from some intercurrent ailment. Patho-
logical sections of the cord were obtained at the seat of the myelitis,
ana in the crossecd pyramida. tracts and other areas of the cord were
found a number of very minute axones in a situation where normally
large nerve fibres are usually seen, and he was of the opinion that those
smaller fibres were regenerated axones.

I do not know of any case in the literature -in which transverse divis-
Read before the Pan-American Con gress at Panama, January, 1905.
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ion of the cord in man was known'to be complete, where regeneration
bas been demonstrated histologically and clinically, except in the case
I shall discuss later, where cmplete- transverse divisioh di the cord was
seen at the operation, and after the lapse of months clinical symptoms
of regeneration were present iwith histological evidences at the post-
mortem examination. There have been one or two cases reported as
examples of total lesion with persistent knee jerks, but, that the lesion
-a.s absolutely complete, admits of doubt.

The supposed reason why regeneration does not take place in the
spinal neurones of inan, is the absence of the neurolemma sheath. in
those neurones. It has been established by many wàrkers :that the
nuce ci of the neurolommnia sheath:kI a considerable factor in the regen-
eration of the peripheral nerves.

Being of tahe belief that regeneration could occur as shown by Gowers
and others, I dlecided tlat upon the first opportunity, I should use everv
means in my power to aid. such a case by appro.priate treatment, and
thereby help to produce regeneration.

In the large majority of cases injury of the cord takes place-in the
lumbar or lower dorsal segments. llhe time that would elapse before
regeneraiion took phice would be very considerable on account of the'.
injury occurring in that part of the axones so remote from the cell
bodies which are the seat of their vital fanctions. It is a well known
fact that in suturing a divided poripheral nerve in.the distal end 6f an
extremity, considerably more tinie elapses before function is' re-estab-
lished than in tbose cases where the peripheral nerve lias been sutured
in the proxiial part of the extremity, that going to show regenera-
tion takes place quicker vhen the injury is in close proximity to the
cell body.

Why is it, if regeneration cloes occur, as shown by Gowers, that so
few cases improve after serious transverse nvelitis, traumiatic or other-
wise, and that none, as far as I am aware, recovered where transverse
division of the cord occurred due to fracture dislocation, and wherc at
the operation complete severance of the cord was detected? 'Unfor-
tunately nany surgeons and neurologists, with serions resulits, frequently
recomniend, in cases of fracture dislocation of the spinal column asso-
ciated with motor and sensory paralysis of the lower extremities, that
operative procedure be delayed. In other cases where operation is
.advised at' once the surgeon cuts down and removes the pre=sure on the
cord and if transverse division is present, the prognosis being very seri-
ous, the patient is, as a rule, put back to bed and little more is donc,
.with the result that grave secondary changes take place in the muscles,
blood vessels and nerves and in that part of the cord below the seat of
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piessure or -6f transverse division" The extreinities are allowed tc fail
by lgravity into any position, and. thereupon, stretéhing 6f certain inui-
cles takes 1ace, vhich hastens the on' ard progress of the conditiOn.
.1 have seen quite a number of .èases anl have read reports of 'oihs,
where fracture' dislocàtion had occirred and pressed upon the cord, prd-
ducing motor. and sensory paralysis, etc. Operation being performed
at. once, iiodamage to the struçtùreould be detected macroscgpically,

yet the after esults were very unsatisfactory.
The reason for this is as follows: If pressure be exerted upon the

Èpinal coi· suddenly,' and it: inay be only momentarily, no changes may.
be detected in the strucbaie by 4he eye, yet thre is .o doubt that a
marked molecular change occurs in the axones of the spinal neurones,
inhibiting function, as shoeWn clinically by the paralysis of motion
and sensation in the lower extreinities, etc. In cases where the pres-
sure is not imomentary, but allowed to continue for a week or ten days
and at the operaibion no a1ration in the cord is dete'oted, yet, like the
above, the moleéular change must be very grave and no doubt greater
than the resulfs vhere pressure is only anomentary. Here not' only
mnolecular change iy be 'present, but also local- anmia from pressure
on the blood vessels, which, if· long continued will lead to :necrotic

-changes.
The niajority of cases of: fracture dislocation and pressure on the

cord, when brought into the hospital show the symptoms of inotor and
sensory"paialysis with increased reflexes and spastic condition, pointing
to a serious involvenent of the cord, but not to tran:sverse division, this
last bcing indicated in those cases in which flaccid and sensory paralysis
and loss of the reflexes is the sympton complex.. An exarnination of
the muscles of the lower extremities, if made at entrance usually show
no alteration from normal to electrical stimilation. That is to say,
when the lesion has been confined, as it is in the large majority of cases,

to the lower dorsal cord, affecting only one or two segments, the lumbar
enlargenent is free from hmatomyelia or any such -injury as would

'produce an immediate effect on the lower motor neurone. After a day
or so has elapsed. in many of those. cases, the reflexes are diminished
and shortly after this reaction of -degeneration becomes typical.

Now we see some cases may pass from a spastic to a flaccid state with
abolition of the reflexes anid reaction of degeneration, and, in a period

-varying f rom a fe w diays to a week, present .a typical picture .of
transverse division of the corcl--motor and sensory para lysis,
absence of ie refiexes, flaccid. state of the muscles and
typical reaction of degeneration. If operaition. were carried
out at this * point, we should probably find on aut-ting down
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to the cord no alteration -in structure macroscQpically.. Pressure being
removed, the progress of the case:is more frequently 'downvards than
stationary. Why is this so.? Pressure has produced molecular changes.
in the axones preventing stimulation from coming down or going up,
with the result that 'we have isolation alteration or physiological deterio-:
raition, due to stimuiation not being carried to the celis of. the anterior
horns below the lesion, with the result that changes such as flaccidity
and reaction of degeneration .in the muscles occur clinically, as ýabove
stated.

The cell bodies of the neurones to carry on their functions must have
nourishment as well as stimulation, or they undergo degenerative
changes or physiological alterations, and following this, secondary
changes take place in the muscles and other structures of the extrem-
iLies, as they, likewise, require sitimulation and must be bathed in a
healthy circulation. Now, stimulation and. circulation cannot take
place if the injury to the cordc is as severe as above stated, an. it is
necessary that proper treatm ent such as electricity, massage and the
prevention of deformi.ty by tle use of splints, and of adihesions of the
joints by the frequent movement of the limbs should be carried out.

It has been shown by James Collier in cases of transverse division
of the cord witih a flaccid and. sensory paralysis and loss of reflexes,
that, by the use of electricity with needle electrodes placed into the
muscles or nerves, afiter a time sufficient tone is prodrùced in the muscles
that upon striking the patella a reflex can be obtained. This goes to
show very .clearly thc wond.erful effect of electricity in producing tone,
the presence of tone being an expression of an approach to normal con-
dition of the structure acted upon.

Tlic order of appearance of motor and sensory paralysis in progres-
sive lesions is practically constant in the large majority of cases as
followvs: Motor paresis and spasticity, increase of the.reflexes, anos-
thesia below with local hyperesthesia, sphincter paralysis, thermoanos-
thesia and analgesia, tactile anmsthesia, followed by flaccidity with loss
of the deep reflexes, progressive lowering of the faradic excita.bility, mus-
cular wasting and loss of the sphincter tone. Pain and temperature
are always earlier affected, and to a greaiter extent than ,ensibility to
touch. The sensory loss.in the usual cases, sueh as those involving the
lower thoracic region involves the skin in order of the length of the
sensory neurones sipplying it,. the soles of the feet being affected first,
then tlie legs and later the thighs, but when the antesthesia reaches the
trunk it extends upwards in segmental order. When there is recovery
the first signs to show themselves are, as a rile, subjective sensory dis-
turbances. These are manifested in some cases first in the feet, while
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in others the distention of the bladder during 'the' roautine lavage is
felt, or the patient -becomes couscious of the act of mieturition or
catheiterization. Next in order, slight tone makes its appearance, and
this can be shown by tapping the muscle, which contracts. Later on
the reflexes appeair and become markedly inereased and, associated with
this, is a prominent spastieity, and faradic and. galvanie excitability be-
cone normal. Sensibility then returns in the following order: Touch,
pain, temperature, and usuailly the lowest sacral segments are senitient
before the others. Voluntary power is last to return, the flexors being
earlier afl'ected than the extensors. Sornetime after the patient lias
been ible to walk the increased reflexes, spastic condition and Biabinski
sign are apparent, the latter being invariably the last -of all to disappear.

Owing to the kindness of Dr. G.. E. Armstrong, the following case
came under ny observation.

J. C., aged 48 years, a sailor, was brought into- the Montreal Gencral
Hospital, under Dr. Arinstrong's care in the spring of 1902 suffering
froni fracture -dislocation of the spinal column in the region of the
ninth and ten.tih dorsal' vertebre, with syni.ptoms of flaccid. paralysis,
complete loss of motion and sensation and of the superflcia1 and deep
reflexes of the lower extremities .and bladder and rectal. -retention.
Twenty-fo-ur hours after admittance, Dr. Armstrong Put down otar the,
seat of the fracture and removed the lamine of the ninth and tenth
dorsal vertebrm,. Jipon opening the -dura mater a, complete severance
of the cord was found in this situation, with a gap of fully half an
incli in extent beitween, the ,two ends. On stimulating the anterior roots
cf the first and second luibar segments with mild faradie current, with
needle electrodes, the patient being only very slightly under the inlu-,
enee of the anosthotic, contraction took place in the 'niuscles of the leg.
Stimulation was then applied to the posterior roots of the same segment
and this was also followed by contraction of the muscles.

The above experiment was carried out for the following reasons:
Consifderable discussion had been going on as to the symptom complex
present in cases of transverse division of the cord. Bastian, Brunn
and others held the opinion that total transverse division of the cord
was always followed by a flaccid paralysis, motor and sensory loss, with
permanent abolition of the superficial and deep reflexes; others thought
that whle flaccid e paralysis might occur at first, sooner or later a spastic
condition set in. This second view was partly due to the influence of
the opinions of many authorities who mistakenly compare the effects of
transverse sections in dogs and in the higiher apes with the sequence of
events in Man. - Here- also, physiologists frequently fail in impressing
upon the mind of the student that the physiology of the nervous system
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in man and in the higher animals (and even in the higher apes) is not
comparable. The student often sces the experiment carried out in those
animals; they are printed upon fris mind, and when at-the bedside lie
is too apt to apply the physiology of the higher animals to man.

According to tibis second group of observers, if spasticity did not occur
and flaccidity and loss of the reflexes still remained, not only in all
probability had a transverse division of the cord occurred, but also a
homatomyelia or some destructive lesion had taken place in the lumbar,
segment below the transverse lesion, and thereby injured the lower
motor neurones, with the result- that a flaccid paralysis was present.

Here in this case I was able to establish the fact that the segments
below- the division was in a more or less healthy condition, otherwise
I could not have obtained a contraction of the muscles to faradic
stimulation.

The separation of the cord having been found at' the operation, as
above stated, no hope of recovery was entertained, the patient was
brought back to the ward and placed in bed.

This case, I thought, was a very suitable. one to observe whetiher or
not spasticity would develop, and I obtained permission from Dr. Arm-
strong to carefully observe the patient from time to time and carry out
any method of treatment I could suggest. . I held it advisable that an
energetie and frequent application of faradie and galvanic stimulation
be made to the extremities, so as to kZoop the muscles in as healthy a
condition as possible.. Fortunately, at this time I had a group of
students who had taken a voluntary course in neurology extending over
some six weeks, and with whom I had frequently discussed the atiology
of the reflexes and. the symptom complex in spinal cord cases. . Very
little inducemnent was necessary to obtain relays of students to help nie
in treating the partienut in tihe hope of arriving at soane definite conclusion
as to what symptoms are present in a case of this description, where, at«
the. operation we had been able to demonstrate that the cord below the
lesion was more or less healthy. Through their willingness I was able
to obtain help and carry out treatment that I could not otherwise have
done in a ward of a general hospital. Forunateily. the patient ws
an interesting man. He was a sailor by occupation, had a retentive
mind and related pleasing anecdotes about the different lands he had
visited. He was of a genial disposition and had. the ability of pleasing
those who took part in his treatnent. Al the above factors, though
seemingly unimportant, had a great deal to do with the results obtained
in this case.

Weeks and months passed, but no return of the reflexes or aiteration
in the flaccid state of the limbs took place. By the treatment carried
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out, wonderful results were obtained, inasmuch as singularly few trophic
or vaso-motor disturbances appeared in the extremities.' Careful wash-'
ing out of the bladder was attended to and everything was 'done to keep
the patient in as perfect a condition .as possible. No vestige of any
sensory disturbances, subjective or objective, were at any time mentioned
as occurrimg.

At the end of six months, no alteration taking place, I felt justified
in holding to Bastian's opinion, that total transverse division of the
cord is followed by permanent Ilaccid paralysis, sensory loss and abolition
of the reflexes. At the operation the lower segment was found unin-
jured, since stimulation by the battery gave us positive contraction in
the muscles. Here, tien, by this ieans, for the first time on record, it
was shown that the permanent loss of the knce jcrk and the fraccid state
are due to the removal of the higher centres, and not to any conconit-
ant injury to, or consecutive structural change in, the lumbo-sacral
segments.

Eleven months after the operation, and just about the time that the
work of Purves Stuart and Ballance was brought out, stinulating our
interest in the 'regeneration of the peripheral nerves, Dr. Armstrong
wished to know whether I could suggest anything in the way of helping
our patient. It had been shown that transplantation of the peripheral
nerves could be successfully carried out and that even the intervention
of foreign substances, such as catgut ligature or similar material placed
between the ends of a divided nerve, would help to establish regenera-
tion. Dr. Armstrong asked me whether I thought it would be of any
use to transplant a. dog's cord between the ends of the dividedi cord of
our patient. My reply was that I did not know what would occur, but
did not think any.serious results were likely to follow and it might be
worthy of a trial. He decided to have this operation carried out. A
large dog was obtained, placed under chloroform, and an operation to
expose the cord was carefuily done under the most strict asepsis by two
assistants, Dr. Barlow and Dr. Campbell. While this vas being done
our patient was put under chloroforin and placed on the table. An
incision was made over the seat of the old lesion, the dura mater opened
and the cord exposed. At this time we found that a separation now
existed between tihe two ends of the cord, about one and a half inch
in extent. With a mild faradic current the anterior ana posterior roots
in the lower segment of the cord were stimulated, and a faint response
took place in the .muscles. The dog's cord to the extent of three inches
was .laid alongside the upper and lower segments of the patient's, a
few fine stitches united the pia arachnoid of the one to the other, the
dura mater was closed, the wound sutured, a plaster jacket applied and
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the patient taken back to the ward. He made a perfect recovery from
the operation, the temperature on no occasion going over 100.

In the summer cf 1903 I had the pleasure of informing Sir Victor
Horscly of this operation having been carried out, and the results above
mentioned, and he made the flattering renark that he thought Dr. Arn-
strong had achieved a great triumph in surgery in having carried out
this operation without any septic results following; as one is well
aware how difficult it is to operate on a dog with perfect aseptic technique.

A month passed without any apparent change. riortunately I had
another group of students who had attended my voluntary Christmas
Vacation L'ourse. I was able to instil in them an interest in the case,
and was thereby able again to obtain help in giving the electricity and
massage that I 'could.not otherwise have done. The fifth week after
the operation the patient was conscious of flatus in the lower quadrant
of the abdomen. This he had never experienced before.. Six days
following this he becane conscious of the passage of the catheter, when
routine lavage of the bladder was being carried out, and ten days later
lie was able to inform the orderly that his bowels werc about to move,
ond could tel! when focal matter passed the rectum. On this daté,
for the first time, he complained of subjective sensations of pins and
needles in the riglit foot, and a week later of the saie symptoms in the
left foot. Two months after the operation lie described vividly
and with all assurance subjective disturbances in both feet extending up
to the knees. The passage of the catheter and the evacuation of the
bowels were much more clearly felt.

At first we were inclined to think that this must be purely imagination,
but when one heard the pafient -describe the condition with such exacti-
tude, its coming and going, one began to think otherwise. Another
reason for our coming to the belief that those feelings were real was
that after the first operation the patient liad as much care as after the
second, and his 'desire and hope of recovery was just as keen if not
more so, than after the second, yet lie never by any means gave the
suggestion that such symptois as above descrilbed were at any time
present. Little alteration, progress or otherwise, from the above was
noted until about the eighteenth day after the operation, .when it was
detected for the first time that with percussion of the pleximeter 'upon
the muscles of thîe flexor aspect of the thigh and leg, the presence cf
a certain anount of ione was noticed by the contraction of the muscle.
Neither at this time or at any tine since the accident had voluntary
movenient or the return of objective sensory symptomns taken place.
The reflexes, superficiil and deep were stil] absent.

Sixteen days after this, for some unaccountable reason, the tempera-
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ture ran up to 103°. The chest was normal and the bladder showed no
symptoms of cystitis. The urine was carefully examined by the bouse
surgeon, but nothing found pointing to any kidney trouble. From
that day the patient began to lose his appetite and failed physically..
Everything was done in the way of medicinal treatment, nourishing
diet, etc., to keep up his general condition, but he slowly grew weaker
and veaker, and finally died in the course of a fortnight. At the post
mortem a large abscess was found in the right kidney, and this had
been the probable cause of his death. Strange to say, as above men-
tioned, the urine was examined on two different occasions, after the
onset of the fever, by the house doctor, but nothing. poinfing to any
such disturbance vas found.

The cord was carefully removed and placed in Muller fluid to harden.
Six weeks later I opened up the dura mater and found lying between
the two ends of the cord, where the injury had occurred, a diffluent mass.
Sections of the cord above and below the lesion were put aside for Pal-.
Weigert stain, and the dura mater with its adherent mass between the
ends of the cord was likewise prepared for Pal-Weigert stain. The
sections of the upper segment revealed the typical ascending degenera-
tions in the fields of Goll and Burdach, the 'direct cerebellar, and Gower's
tracts. The sections below showed definite- degenerations in the crossed
and direct pyramidal tracts. The dura with its adherent substances
which lay between the ends of the cord, after being stained by the Pal-
Weigert method, showed a mass of· minute myelin sheaths of nerve
fibres which you may see by looking through the microscope placed
before you. These fibres can be seen lying closely adherent to the dura
mater and when traced upwards and downwards through the different
sections, unite with the segments of the cord above and below, demon-
strating the fact that regeneration of the axones of the spinal neurones
had taken place, to a limited extent. Pal-Weigert stain. as you know,
stains only the myclin sheaths. At the time of the operation the dura
mater between the two segments was perfectly clear of nerve fibres to
the naked eye.

I do not for a moment suggest that the dog's cord retained its
vitality after it lad been removed and placed inside the durai sheath,
nor would I like to suggest that it was the dog's cord started the regen-
eration. I only want to speak here of the following facts, which you
will sec demonstrated under the microscope, that the nerve fibres are
present and that they unite the two segments of the cord. Unfortu-
nately, I did not place the cord in formalin or alcohol and, therefore,
was unable to make a study of the lower segment bv the Nissl method.
From the sections vou will sec that this lower segment is comparatively
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speaking, in a fairly healthy condition. Sections through the cauda
equina showed very little change, indeed, 90 per cent. of the nerve
fibres making up this structure were to all intents and purposes normal
by the Pal-Weigert stain.

I had the pleasure of showing the specimens at .a. meeting of the
Lister Club at McGill University, where the pathologists without Eeùsita-
tion assented to the view that regencration had taken place.

The success in this case, I think, was largely due to the patient having
been so assiduously treated by electricity, the prevention of contractures
and the frequent movement and massage of the extremities.

Since I have been connected with the Montreal Goeneral Hospital quite
a few cases of pressure paralysis, without total lesion with iotor and
sensory paralysis, the result of fracture dislocation of the spinal column,
have come under my care, where operation was carried out a very short
time after the accident, yet satisfactory resilts were not obtained. In
my opinion this was due largely in soine of the cases to the fact that
the massage, electricity, etc., were not applied.

In one case only, where I w-as fortunale in obtaining assistance in
carrying out treatment, were good results obtained. This was of a
patient of Dr. Kenneth Cameron's, who was brought into the hospital
in the sumnier of 1903, suffering fron presziire on the cord, the result
of fracture dislocation, with comlplete flaccid piralysis, loss of the
reflexes, grave sensory disturbances and bladder and rectal retention.
At the operation Dr. Cameron found a fracture dislocation and displace-
ment of the eleventh and twelfth dorsal laminoe with pressure on the
cord, the result of the fracture, yet no macroscopical alteration in the
structure was -detected. The wound vas eloscd up and the patient
placed in a plaster jacket. More or lcss constant electrical treatinent
was carried out for six months. At the end of that tine sensation hlad
partially returned, and this was followed in a couple of months by the
return of slight voluntary power. To-day, after a lapse of a year and
a hall, the patient cornes regnlarly to ny clinie for treatment, and is
able to walk into the room without the aid of a stick.

The following is a case of Dr. Alexandler Blackader's, which lie kindly
gave me permission to watch. T shall here relate only the essential
facts denoting that a mnarked destructive lesion and probable
hwmorrhage had occurred in tle region of the fifth, sixthï,
sevenih and eighth cervical segments cf ihe cord on the right side,
producing flaccid and atrophie paralysis of the right armi and spastic
paralysis of the right leg with sensory symptoms of syringomiyelia symp-
tom complex, and the presence of enophihalnios in the right eye and
exophthalnos in the left. For two nionths after entrance to the hos-
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pital the patient hung between life and death. At the end of that
periodi he slowly recovered, and in seven months he left the hospital coin-
paratively well. Since that tine, two years have elapsec, and, during
the interval, he las .presented himself for examinîation, both at my office
and at Dr. Blackader's. To-day he is as perfect a type of nanhood
physically as one could wish to sec. He holds a position as locomotive
engineer in the Grand Trunk R1ailway. The photograph,. as you see,
reveals an absolute symmetry in the muscles of all the extremi ties, going
to show that regeneration of the neurones must have taken place in
this case also.

CESARiT SECTION

H. L. REDDr, M.D., L. R C.P., 'Lond.

Physician Accouclieur Women's Hospital, Montreai.

Mr. President and Gentlemen :-It gives ie iuc-h pleasure to brinm
before you to-night, the notes of six cases of Cosarcan Section, operated
e iy ne. In order ·to shorten the report aud save repetition, I will
briefly describe- the operation performed in the six cases. The usual

preparatoi-y treatment for lapa ratomy vas followed in each case when
there was tiie for it, and in all cases the abdomen was made -as aseptie
a, possible. The anasthetié used in each case was alcohol, chlorofonn
and ether. The patient being an-Ssthetized, an incision was made in the
iiddle line. 24 inches above the îumbilicus and 3-t below. In all cases
b!cding w-as slight, and a ten percent solution of gelatine easily stopped
alli hmorrhage. The peritoneum was opened. The left flank being
well depressed and pressure applied on the right side of the fundus
aided by one hand over fundus of uterus, it was brougit outside ab-
dominal cavity. It was now coveredl with hot towels and the intestines'
werc kept in situ by hot towels. Towels were also packed around tie
ufterus to keep any diseharge fron entering the abdomîinal cavity. A'
riubbl-er tube was put aroind the uterus and drawn well down to the cer-
vix to act as an- Esmarch when required. The uterus was then opened
fromi a point between the level of the Fallopian tubes as far lo:wn as
the contractile ring or 6 inches. The wall of the uteirns was cut t.hrough
rapidly, and the placenta, in five -of the cases also, with, in each case,
Very mucli less loss of blood than would be lost in an ordinary confine-
ment. The part presenting at the opening was seized and the child de-
livered rapidly; the cord was clamîped with Pean forceps and cut; asep-
tie ergot was given in the buttock hypodernically and the Esmarch re-

Read before the Montreal Medico-Chiuirgical Society. February. 1905.
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laxed. At once the uterns contracted and little difficulty was expe-
rienced in removing placenta and membranes, except in one case. [t
was then ascertained that the os and cervix were patent for drainage.
The uterine wall was elosed by interrupted sutures inch apart of No.
4 braided silk. A Lembert was used to bring the peritoneum together
and I found that by the time I had put it in -the length of the -incision
the uterus had contraoted so much that it was necessary to put in an-
other to keep the peritoneal surfaces together. The peritoneum ,was then
dried out and filled with saline solution. The walls were closed by three
layer of sutures, peritoneal by continuous catgut, musculo-aponeurotic
by interrupted silk sutures and the skin by interrupted. sutures of silk-
worm or horsehair. A dry dressing completed the operation. In those
cases where it was desired to render the patient sterile the Fallopian
tubes were tied in two places and eut between.

Case No. 1, 2,792, MIrs. L., para. 2., aet. 29, Scotch Canadian. Admitt-
ed December 22nd, 1902, into. Women's Hospital.

Personal hislory.-Up to 12 months ago presents nothing of note.
Menstruation began at 11. In November 1901, she was confined by me
of a seven months foetus, :by version'with a very great deal of difficulty---
the child only -eighing 44 pound.. The conjugate of the brim was
found tihen to be dininished. Tbe'. woman although large and -well
formed in every other way had 'only a 'diameter at most of 9 cm. or.3½
inches.

Familylislory.- Two sisters died of phthisis. Nothing else of note.
Present condiion.- Circulatory and other systems normal. Patient

well nourished-1 34 pouncds-good amount of sub-cutaneous fat. Last
menstrual 'period March 26th, 1902. Computed time of gestation 274
ciys. Patient understanding from last confinement lier condition of
pelvie deformity desires a living child and to be ma-de sterile. Cosarean
section was proposed and aecepted .by her. At 3 p.m., Decembei 25th,
labor began at 7.45'p.m., and the pains were coming on every 10 mi-
nutes. It was decided to perform the operation as soon -as possible,
which was done as above described, the whole operation taking about one
bour and thirty minutes. The child weighed' .6 pounds 8 oz. The skin
sutures were removed on the 21st day. - There was perfect union the
whole length of the incision. When the patient was coming to the hos-
pital, she slipped and fell on her left knee and as a result after the
operation an effusion appeared in the joint w;hich gave us the only
trouble we had, and 'was not well when she left the hospital. I have
seen her Christmas week, 1904, and lier baby and herself are and have
been in the best of health.

250
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Case No. 2, 2,849. Mrs. H. Para. .1, aet. .24. Admitted:to hospital in
1904, in labor.
Personal history.-Last menstruation ended .August: 7th, 1902. Has
been deserted by her husbaxid under cruel conditions whicli. has had
an exceedingly bad effect on her both mentally and bodily.

Fanily hbistory.-Father and brother died from accidents, mother
and -sisters from child-birth-causes cannot bc ascertained.

Present conditio.-Respiratory, circulatory and genito-urinary,
systens normal.

General systern.-Height 4 ft. 6 in., weight 89 lbs. Condition ema-
ciated, -on examination. Presentation above brim left occipito-anterior
position. Heart 156. Child calculated to be about 5 to 51 lbs. Men-
suration shows a justo minor pelvis of male type. Internal conjugate
calculated, to. be about 7 cm. or- 23/4 inches. Vagina unusually sinall.
The ischiatie spines seemed to curl inwards and three fingers introduced
info the vagina .'ith difficulty, sceni.ed to show only two inches between
them. Os uteri admits only one finger. Membranes intact. Labour
had been going on for at least 7 hours severely before entering hospital,
the pains being at five minute intervals. On consultation it was
decided that tlie only chance for the child and the best for the mother
was section. Tt was explained. to her and she consented. Operation was
performed withrut difficulty, -cnd a child 5 lbs 14 oz. 'was delivered.
During the operation the pulse rose to 120, and although she rallied
after operation she gradu'ally'sank and died from heartfailure on the
third day. A post mortem showed abdominal conditions to be perfect.
It was undoubtedly death froni shock acting on an alread poor bodily
and mental condition. Child was healthy and survived.

Case 3, No. 3,069, Mrs. S., aet. 28, para. 1. Admitted in the 8th
month of pregnancy.

General 7isiory.-She had mitral and aortic regurgitant nurmurs for
some years-probably following a severe atlack of sêarlet fever.

Fanzily history.-Kothing of note.
Present con dit ion .- Genito-urinary system, nil.
Respiratory syster.-Great shortness of brcath.' On examination,

chest shows dulness over base of both lungs-on right side being 3 in.,
left side 21 in. and is rapidly inereasing, moist raies present in both
lungs. Patient unable to breath in recumbent position. Respiration
40 per minute.

Circulatory syste.-Mitral and aortic regurgitant murmurs. Area
of heart dulness slightly increasecd. Pulse varies from 120 to 140,
weak. Compensation failing rapidly.
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General systc.-The -patient is a healthy looking, well developed
wox.an in appearance, average amount of sub-cutaneous fat. On-con-
sultation we felt only one course was open to us, as we had tried every
means ,of supporting the heart and failed, and that was to empty the
ute-rus. As the cervix was very long and only admitted the tip of the
index finger and the condition of patient w-as getting rapidly worse, -we
considered that the most rapid and least injurious method of relief was
section, which was proposed and accepted. AnæSsthetic used was pure
cholorform alternating with -oxygen. Operati.n was completei entirely
in 45 minutes. It was rnost interestinge to notice the prompt and great
relief instantly ,obtained when the uterus was ·emptied. In this case
the most interesting pirt. was the first ten days after operation. It was
a continuous and. determined fight for life. Oxygen was usei in large
quantities, adrenalin, stryehine, and all the ordinary- and extraordinary
heart stimulants. Of all the reiedies used beside oxygen, I found that
fhree grains of powdered digitalis leaf given twice claily for four or
five doses, produced 'by far the best effect, bringing do.wn the rate of
the pulse and inereasing its volume markedly, and patienti left the
hospital walking down stairs on the 31st day after section. The child
was only S months in utero and haci, I believe, suffered very nuch from
the mother's condition before section. It died on the twenty-third day.

Case 4, No. 3,085. Mrs. W., para. 2, act. 33. Admittecd. in laboûr
May 22nd, 1904'.

As patient was operated on shortly after being admitted to the
hospital, history is wanting.

Prescnt conditio.--Membranes broke May 18th, at full terni she
believes. On examination of vulva a mass 2ý in. long and 2 in. in
dianicter protrucded, which was found to be the cervix uteri. On- in-
troducing the index finger it measures live inches to the well-marked
internal os. No history could be obtained of the condition except tliat
it came on slowly. She had no trouble with lier first child. It was
elearly a case of hypertrophic elougation of the cervix. As labor vas
in progress, the pains being ten minutes apart, we considered in con-
sultation that we would lot amnputate the cervix nor dilate it, and that
the only method of delivering patient safely was section, to *w'hich
patient agreed. The tubes were not tied in, this case, as patient was
advised to have the operation later, with amputation of the cervix. The
placenta w-as anteriorly imiplanted, child w-eighed 5 lbs. 11 oz. Time
oceupied by the operation 43 minutes. Patient made an uneventful
recovery, leaving the hospital at the end of the ionth. In this -case,
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although the union of the skin was perfect at first, several silk sutures

had to be removed- later. The extreme thiness of the skin -and the

ciceelCss of the,silk knot to the surface I feel had somcthing to do with

their infection. On their removal the, small sinus closed. at once. In
this ,case patient nursed her child, and both left the hospital in good
condition. The patient was the only one not rendered sterile.

Case No. 5, No. 3,128. Mrs. D. Para. 2., aet. 33. Entered hospital
August 1 th, 1904, having been intermittently in labor for- the past
fort-night. Severe pains coming on every other night at 15 minute
intervals, but now severe and ten minutes apart.

Personal history.-The only thing worth noting was the fact that her
first labor was exceedingly severe. The child weighoing il lbs., and
labor lasted 27 hours. The last three hours she was unconscious fromi
ils severity, according to her account.

Fanily hislory.-Nil.
Respiratory, genito-urinary and circulatory systems normal.
Presen condition. Patient a large, well nourished woman. There

are laxge varicose veins on both legs, about vulva and inside the vulva
and 'on vaginal wall. On exailination os uteri dilated about the size of
ten cent piece and seemed hard and to be formed of cicatricial tissue.
Child calculated to be about eight lbs., and froin its size and the local
condition, and labor being so long on and no advance made, on con-
sultation the question lay between an accouchement forcé or CSsarean
scction. From. the local condition of varices and cicatricial os, it was
considered that -section wouad be the least dangerous, and the woman
desired to be rendered sterile, as she dreaded under these conditions
to Lave ehildren; the husband consenting. section was decided on. After
opening the abdomen, the utérus was fotnd to be too large to take out
of the opening made, so it u-as opened in situ, and after the reioval of
the child the uterus was taken out of the abdomen and the usual pro-
ecedure followed. The peritoneum was guarded against. the discharge
of uterus and blood by towels packel about it. Operation took one
hour and five minutes. The tubes were tied in two places and eut
between. , Twenty skin sutures were used and removed on 9th day.
Union was by first intention throughout, except at one spot (herc a deep
suture hadi o be removed. No further trouble occured. Patient. nursed
her baby and left the hospital well on the 30th day, able to wlk from
hler room to the cab at the door.

Case No. 6, No. 3,137. Mrs. T., para. 4., aet. 35. Admitted August
25th. 1904.
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Family history.-Nil.
Respiratory, circulatory and genito-urinary systems .normal.
Pcrsonal hislory. Patient is a small, delicate woman. Her first two

confinements were exceedingly difficult forceps cases followed by post-
partum hSnorrhage which nearly cost lier her Hfie. Last year on the
advice of lier physician in consultation with a specialist, it was decided
that an abortion was called for. She was then 41 months pregnant;
s:he again nearly died and was a long time convalescing.

Present condition.-She was found to have contracted male pelvis
inf ernal conjugate 7.5 cm. (3 inches.) The position by palpation
was diagnosed as a breech. Placenta implanted posteriorly child pro-
bably a, male. Has had irregular pains for a week past. No dilatation of
os,or cervix. Patient and lier husband desire to have section performed
and that she be rendered sterile. August 26th, operation performed as
described. Placenta found posteriorly; the membranes were so adherent
that they were removed with difliculty and a distinct sound like tearing
of adhesive plaster from the skin could be heard. After closing the
wound a slight hSomorrhage occurred from the uterus, but a hot douche
controlled it and there was no further difficulty with the case. Time of
operation, one hour and eight minutes. A great deal of the time was
taken up in approxima'ting the skin carefully; child, a female, weighed
O lbs. 4 oz. Biparietal diameter being 9.5 cm.

Such is the history of the six cases. Naturally the question arises
wha.t are the indications for this operation? Of late years a change has
come over the profession in this special branch, with regard to the
expediency of performing section, owing perhaps in a great degree to
flic good restults obtained by modern asepsis. Conditions may be divided
into absolute and relative.

Uinder absolute conditions calling foi' this operation, the mother and
child being in good condition, are tumiours whicli cannot be removed,
preventing the descent of the child: Contractecl pelves; here we find
that almost every author varies somewhat between 7.62 cm. or 3 in.
to 9 cm. or 31 in. In a book it is easy to take what is given as the normal
diamieter of thei child's head and say it should pass througli an 8 cm.
er even 9 cm. pelvis, but in my opinion one lias to consider each case on
its merits. To illistrate this; in a New York Maternity Ho spital the
average for children is 61 lbs; in M1ontreal it is from one-sixth to one-
third more and it is easy to sec that although the head would not have
the whole difference in it of weight, it would share proportionately, and
make wiat in New York might possibly be a difficult forceps or version,



an impossible one here. I believe I have now under my care two cases
where the child mnany years ago was delivered through a contracted
pelvis with difficulty, and I believe that it injured the children's brains,
as they are not quite right mentally in eitlier case. I have always felt
convinced that in bringing down a child by force through the brim we
bring down considerable tissue at the same time, diminishing the con-
jugate. Williams, who is very practical, considers that after one hour
öf strong second stage pains. if the head does not engage, section should
bc considered' if mother and child are in good condition and aseptie pre-
cautions andc a good operator are possible; that it is less likely to damage
the mother and child than severe forceps or version. The Roman
Ca.tholic Church demands that if possible the child should be saved and
this is almost ,always possible by section. Outside of the indications at
the superior strait the bisischial diam. of 7 cm. or less nay call for
section. Placenta. provia when central with an unclilated os and long
conical cervix, would I believe be the best for woman, certainly for child,
and generally ,for operator. Partial or lateral placenta proevia I think
can be treated, as a rule, more easily by the old method; eclampsia
gravidarum I do not believe is either an absolute or relative cause
for section, as although quickly ending the labour the irritation of the
section is more apt to set up convulsions post partum.

As to relative causes, such a case as No. 5 might be considered one.'
It would doubtless have been possible to deliver her safely, but under the
circumstances I think I was justified. When one considers that under
proper conditions the death rate of mother and child should be nil, it
should not be considered the dernier ressort as it too often fatally is
for both. rapidity -of operation also is held to be a very important
facto- towards success.

Much might be said regarding indication, but I have trespassed
already too long on your time., I would sy in conclusion that I had
the hearty co-operation 'and assistance of Drs. Brnett and Thonpson,
my House Surgeon and nurses in all my cases wihich contributed greatly
to their success.

An important addition to the doctor's library is promised by a new
work -on Olbstetries, by Dr., Adam H. Wright, Professor of Obstetries
in Toronto Medical College. It is announced 'to appear in April from
the press of Morang & Co., Toronto.
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COMBINED EMPYEMA OF THE LEFT FRON\TAL AND
ETBMOIDAL CAVITIES.

ROBER II. CitA1, M.D.,

Laiyngologist. Western General Hospital, Montreal.

Mrs. B.. C., -a woman forty-five years of age, was referred to me by
Dr. Spier for examination of the nose and throat.

'The patient stated that she was suffering from intense pain in the
forehead, localized chiefly over the left frontal region. The present
illness began about ton years ago with severe headaches. The pain was
very severe and of a neuralgic character and would last for hours, thon
gradually dislappear, leaving a throbbing sensation in the heci. particu-
larly over tihe frontal region. When the pain was most severe it was
acoompanied by 'attacks of vomiting. The vomiting would continue
until the patient was so ·exhausted that she would fall asleep. The
patient states that she was treated by several physicians for neuralgia
of the face and head for a period of five years and was thon referred to
a special hospital clinic in this city where she was examined by an
ophilhalmic surgeon wiho stated that the pain was caused by diseased
teetjh. The teeth in the upper jaw were removed, and the patient ex-
perienced considerable relief from pain for one month following ex-
traction. The headaches then recurredi with greater intensfty, and the
pain was becoming so pronounced that -she was afraid that she would
lose îher reason.

Examination revealed a fairly healthy woman. Her cardiac system'
showed mitral incompetency, no enlargeient, compensation good. The
other organs so far às could be ascertained were normal. Pressure over
the left frontal bone and inner angle of the loft eye caused excruciating
pain. Exa.mination of the nose disclosed a chronic -rhinitis ýwith pus in
the lef t middle meatus, and an enlargcdr o left middle turbinal bone, which
was pressed outward by a dilated 'ethmoidal bulla, as sihown roughly in
the accompanying diagram. .

Superior turbinal

Middle turbinal

- Enlarged (bulla) bulla

Unciforrn process

Hiatus semilunaris

Examination with electric light was positive both in te bef t infra-
orbital and frontal regions, but negative as regards lhc antra, which was
confirmed by exploratory puncture, after the nose had been thoroughly
clinsedI. I advised an immediate operation upon the ethmoidal and
frontal cavities. The patient rea.dily consented. On the 26th of Janu-
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ary, J.904, after anosthetizing the middle region of the left nostril
thoroughly, with a ten percent. solution of cocaine, I removed the an-
terior hall of the loft miiddle.turbinal, and freely opened the ethmoidal
bulla and auterior group of cells. Pus flowed freely. The cavity was
curetted and flushed with an antiseptic solution. The bleeding, which
was profuse, was controlled from time to time by the application of
adrenalin chloride solution. The patient experienced considerable re-
lief after the ethmoidal cells were opened, but, as pain was still present
over the frontal cavity, and pus was still prosent in the middle meatus,
I opened 'the frontal cavity a f ew. days after the above operation. An
incision was macle in the left interfrontal furrow. The left frontal
bone was exposed, and a small button of bone was removed
by trephine, iidw-ay bctween tlie supra-orbital notch and the median
lino. Pus welled up out of the opening; the cavity was explored
and the mucosa was found to be much thickened and covered with un-
heaithy granulation tissue. I curetted lightly, and washed out the
cavity -with 1 in 5000 bichloride solution and then swabbed with chloride
of zinc, 40 grains to the ounce. Free communication was made into the
nose by enlarging and curetting freely the naso-frontal duct. A wick
of iodoform gauze was inserted in the large opening, and the external
excision was closed, with the exception of its lower third, w1hich was
kept.open by -a small piece of gauze. The gauze was removed from the
nose two days followving the 'operation, and the frontal cavity and nose
were flushed with an antiseptie solution daily. Thore w-as a froe dis-
charge for two weeks froi the cavity, and at the end of that time, as I
did not think the progress satisfactory, I enlarged the naso-frontal duct
to ensure complete drainage. The discharge perceptibly decreased after
this, and in a week the external opening was allowed to close by granu-
lation. On Fobruary 2Gth, after a stay of one month in the hospital,
the patient was discharged. Up to the present time there bas been no'
recurrence of pus in the nose or pain in the head.· The patient has
gained in ,weight and enjoys good hcalth.

With regard to the treatment of empyema of the frontal cavity it is
advisable in all cases before resorting to the radical or external operation
to establish as free drainage as possible betweon the nose and frontal
cavity. This can be acconplished by the removal of all growths in the
region of the hiatus somilunaris and naso-frontal duct. In the iajority
of cases excision of the anterior half of the niddle turbinal is necessary
to facilitate free drainage. If dependent drainage can be established
through 'the nose, and the cavity freely irrigated, resolution sometimes
occurs; on hlie other iland, in cases of long standing it is usually noces-
sary to resort to the radical operation to effect a cnre.



INJURIES TO THE HEAD AND FACE FROM FORCEPS WITH
REPORT OF CASES FROM THE CLINIC OF THE

MONTREAL FOUNDLING AND SICK
BABY HOSPITAL.

BY:

R1DLEY IVIACKENZIE, MD.
Opportunity is seldom afforded to study pathologically the injuries

inflicted by the use of forceps in labour. . The difficulties met with in'
artificially rearing institution children, gives me the opportunity to
show these specirens. The three cases' I report carne within a montl
.of each other under my service at the Montreal Foundling and Sick'
Baby Easpital.

IL. H., agc 8 days, weight on amciiittance 6 lbs. S 1-2 oz.; poorly
nourished. On the right side of the, head between 'the parietal emin-
ence and the centre line a large purplish swelling was seen; tense and
not pulsating. On palpation one felt that the fractured edges of the
skull could be made out. There were nô signs of injury to the brain.
The child did not thrive on artificial food and died after being in the
hospital a fortnight.

Autopsy revealed the tumnour to be an hoematona of the pericranirnu
and a spoon-shaped fracture extencding from the centre of ossification
in the parietal bone to iwithin half an inch of the sagittal suture; the
fracture was a complete one but the duranater was not injured.

G. M., admitted one day old, weighing '7 lbs. il oz., and well nour-
ished. The head presented two large hiematomata just above the
parietal eninences, the one on the right the larger. The child was
artificially fed but lost weight and strength and died after being in the
hospital tventy-six days. The tumours were firi and showed (lee) red
uLnder the scalp. On palpation it was difficult to differentiate betweei
the edges of the hSnmatoma, the sutures, and possible fractures, there
were no evidences of brain lesions. At autopsy no fractures of the skull
were found or -injury to the brain. The pathological findings were
pericranial hSmatoma, with softening of the bone.

The last case presented some additional features.
John Smith, not an unusual naie for a foundling, admitted one day.

old and weighing 7 lbs. 9 1-2 oz.; he lived a fortnight. le presented a
large tumnour on the right side of the head, a good deal of swelling of the.
face and an ,injurv to the skin over the loft zygona. Tlie tumour pre-
scnted the sane conditions as the previous ones. A paralysis of the
facial nerve developed with. conjunctivitis and keratitis and wasting of
the muscles -of the face. At the autopsy the swelling was found to be
a perieranial hiematoma extending from the anterior fontanelle to with-
in half an inch of the posterior fontanelle and from the centre of ossi-
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fication on. -the riglit parietal of the sagittal suture, there was also an
underlapping of the riglt parietal bone; there was no injury to the
brain. The seventh nerve at its exit was flattened.

The injuries to the head and face usually met with from the use of
forceps are: Intercranial eflusions of blood; paralyses of the
facial nerve ; depression and fissure of the skull; pericranial hSematoma;
laceration of the scalp; injuries to the eyes, ears, nose and mouth.
TLese cases present four of the above conditions, namnely:-Paralyscs
of the facial nerve; depression and fracture,. of the skull; and peri-
cranial Inematomna.

On studying the etiology of these cases from the position of the in-
juries, one would think of the possibility of face presentations,. but
these are. rare, 1-300; or posterior vertex positions with the use of
short bladed forceps, or again higli forceps operation before engage-
ment. The heads were not large, the pelves mnay have been small and
in the case of the fracture a good deal- of compression of the head must
have been used, more than the one-quarter to one-half inch aIllowed to
be: without d znger. Slipping miglit bring about these hoematomata, but
there was very little if any 'injury to the scalp.

The treatment of these conditions would depend upon the diagnosis
between iimatoma, .with or without fracture. To me it seems a diffi-
cuit thing to determine, the 'margins of the hoematoma becoming hard
froin the presence of coagulation in the> tissues, suggesting fracture with
depression. To favour absorption, cold and pressure should be aplied,
the latter, is a difficult thing to do with infants. There vas practically
no absorption of the blood in these cases, the cachectic condition of lihe
children being a factor in slow absorption. Cheyne and Burchard re-
comnmend if no absorption takes place' within ten days punctu-e -and
drainage to prevent' softening and absorption of the '.bone. This
is shown in the last specimen where sone slight absorption has taken
place. The fracture .would be left to itself and the injury to tihe facial
ierve treated by protection to, the eye, time a.nd electricity.

HYDROSAL'INX: CASE REPORT.
BY

F. A. L. LocxKnAt. M.D., fontreni.

Female, 'single, 22 years oldi. entered ward "QCr" of the Montreal
General Hospital on February ist, 1905, complaining of .weakness, voi-
iting after eating, and of lier ' siomach being sore all over." She has
had the usuail diseases of childhood and four years ago she had what she

Read before the Montreal Medico-Chirurgical Society, 17th February, 1905.
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called "abscess in tie womb," for which she vas operated upon in the
iMotel Dieu at Quebc. The-operationi was an abdominal section, there
being ai present a cientrix in the median line just above the pubie-bone,
but the exact nature cannot be ascertained, as the authorities of the
ho.spital can find no record of the case. The patient states, liowever,
that she was ill for two iontlhs after the operation, that tube drainage
was used, and that the wound was dressed every day. She has had sone
nain in the wound ever since, but it lias never been suficiently severe to

iiake lier sto) vork.
lier menstrual history is entirely negative excelit ilat :4he las had no

period silice the operatioi. She bas never Ilbeen pregnait. Thr1ee weeks

befol:e admissioni she wa s eized with pain in the abdomen. clillv sen-
ationis and voiliting after ating, being confined to lier bed. The pain

was severe and localised i the e itre of tlie lower abdomen. TIe howels

;M

4f--

werc constipated during tlie ;attack. bui Iley were alwavs more or ks so.
She now for tle first timne felt a swelling in the lower abdomen. Four
days before admission, she had aîînother attack of pain amid vomiting,
v-hicl lasted until she entered the hospital.

Nothing abniormal could b, observed in the alimeniary, circilatory,
nervous or respiratory systemns. and temperature and respiratioi were
normal. Examinîation of the abdomen revealed flie presence of

the above icniioncd scar in the niddle line just . above the

puihes, and on palpation a rounded firm mass could be felt just bencath

Ihe scar, but tle latter was nîot adherent to it. The mass was not sen-

sitive to pressure. Examination per vagimami revealed a profuse white
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discharge. The cervix was represented by a small nodule at the top of
the vagina. and apparently connected with a seni-fluctuating mass the,
size of a cocoanut. This mass was mobile, non-sensitive, and felt much
like an' enlarged fundus uteri with thin walls.

The abdomen was opened in the Une of the old cicatrix, but somewhat
higlier, on the third of February. The omentum' was adherent to the
cicatrix' but was easily separated from it. The mass was then seen to be
- large right sided hydrosalpinx att.ached to a firm, fibrous body, which
felt like the remains of the uterine wall. There were no adhesions.
This fibrous mass was divided across, in doing whieh a large vessel was
eut and Iignted, and the tumour removed entire. Attached to where one
would look for the stump of the left tube was a sinall thin-walled cyst,
the size of a. walnut, which was removed. The pedicle of the larger
tumour was now closed by a continnous 'catgut. suture as after a pan-
hyvierectomy, Ihe abdominal cavity. was wiped dry and the incision
closed in three iaers usual.

DESCR ITiON OF SPECIEN.

The mass consisted of the right fallopian tube enormously distended
*.ith lluid. For the first 7.5 cm. it was but slightly enlarged measuring
only about 5.75 cm. in circumference, but after that it became rather
suddnl- distended until it ultimatelv measured at its largest part 32 x

7 cm. The wall was exceedingly thin and tense.
The pediele consisted of a firm fibrous mass, G cm. in length by 21'

em. in thickness. It contained a cavity from whieh a firm, yellowish-
white mass was extruded. This mass under the microscope revealed no
formed structure but was homogeneous, and the wall of the cavity con-
inined nothing but fibrous tissue. The smaller cyst removed from the
region of the left broad ligament 'as uniloeular änd, under the mic-
roscope, showed nothing but fibrous' tissue.

JOHN HUXINTER.

w. w. CmPMAN, M.D.

In September, of the year 1748, a young' man of twenty, rode on
horseback from his native Scotland up to London. He was short in fig-
ure, strongly built, his curling red hair covered, a large head set close upon
broad shoulders, and the wide grey eyes looked forward to the ineeting
'With his older brother, to beginning the study of medicine, and all his
world to conquer. Forty-five years later, in October of 1793, this same
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man was carried reverently by his colleagues, in a sedan-chair, out of
the portals of St. George's Hospital, London, to his home in Leicester
Square, only now the talc of his life-time is told, the hair is white and
the eyes are closci for ever. Thus began andi tls ended the forty-five
ycars of the working lif e of John lunter, " the greatest man in the com-
bined character of phy.siologist and surgeon that the whole annals of
medicine can furnidi."

It is always interesting to lcarn the genealogical facts associated with
the production of a great mian, or a family of great men, even though
the suin total of these facts leaves us with a result altogether dispro-
portionate. In a biological sense we know littile of cause and effect, and
it is not surprising that wc cannot argue from the one to the other. The
nian of genius the effect, stands out the child often of commonplace
parents, the cause, flie one seems entirely inadequate to produce the
other; and àgain inversely, the nost promising marital unions are f re-
quently the most niggard in results. There must be laws which govern
propagation and inheritance, but as yet these are unrevealed, only do we
know' that in this great biological kingdom there is no oligarchy of
genius, rather is it a republie, for does not Jack often propagate his
species to higher uses than his master.

For example,-A laird, by name John lunter, of a small freehold in
Lanarkshire, marries Agnes Paul, the daughter of the Treasurer of
Glasgow. The laird is in no way distinguished, is but frugal and up-
right, and his wife possesses a kind and lovable disposifion; neverthe-
less as a result of, that union there is given to the world of a family of
ten children, the two famnou, sons, William and John, " who raised them-
selves to the highest positions in Science," and a daughter, Dorothea,
who marrying Jameà Baillie, an ordinary Professor. of Divinity, gives
birth in her turn to Dr. Matthew Baillie, 'for many years the first
physician in London, and to Joanna Baillie the poetess, the "'immortal .
Joanna" of Sir Walter Scott. In the' words of Jonathan Hutchinson
"it is d'oubtful .wihether the annals of biography can produce a more
striking exanple of the production of what we may call famnily-genius
than that which resulted from the union of John Hunter and Agnes
Paul."

Such then was the family heritage of the great son, John Hunter.
Jockie," as lie was called, was tle you'ngest of the ten, younger than

lis brother William by ten years, and born when his father was 70 years
of age. When in his turn he was ten his faiher died and he was lef t to
the care of his mother, a somew'hat unruly but affectionate boy, a truant
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at school, fond only of games and out-of-dôor sports. His education
was rather of a hap-hazard sort, ho had no taste for study or books and
at seventeen could scarcely read or 'writeé As he afterwards said of
limself, " I wanted to know all about the clouds and grasses, and why
the leaves changed color in the autumn. I watched the ants, bees, birds,
tadpoles and worms; I pestered people .with questions about what nobody
knew or cared anything about." When he vas seventeen his mother in
sheer desperation apprenticed him to his brother-in-law, one Buchanan,
i cabinet maker in Glasgow. . Here he remained thrce years, but beyond
the acquisition of a certain ianual dexterity he made nothing of it, and
at the end of that time he returned home to his mother. John Hunter
was now twentv ycars old and trily the years of his youth lad beon
lean years and the future:was clark and unpromising. But now there
came an invitation from his brother William to join him in London, and
so in September, 1748, he set out on horsehack and his inother sees for
the-last time the 'freckled, smooth-shaven, strongly featured face, the
short, square figure of her youngest born. John Iunter *has gone to
London, the days of idleness and irresolution are over, for he lias begun
to work.

This journey of John Hunter's to London was in an educational sense
the return of the prodigal son, only instead of his father's house it was
lis older brother William, who velcomed and took him in. This
brother had been a brilliant and diligent student from the first. Grada-
ated in Arts from Glasgow University, he had spent three years as an
apprentice in' Medicine with Dr.- Cullen, of Hamilton, who was after-
wards to become the fanous E-dinburgh Professor. A partner in Cullen's
country 'practice, he soon' lef t him to spend a winter in Edinburgh under
the great anatoinist, Monro, and finally in 1741, seven years before the
advent of John, ho went up to London. Here by his skill, manual dex-
terity and brilliant abilities ho rose rapidly, studying under various
teachers, chiefly anatomy and surgery. His great ambition to become
a teacher was realized, when, five years later, lie succeeded William
Sharpe, the St. Bartholomew surgeon, as a Lecturer' in Surgery. This
course of lectures lie greatly extended and added thereto a course in
anatomiy.

Previous to this, anatomy in Eugland had been tauglit almost-
entirely in an indirect and descriptive way, lecturers or readers being
chosen by the Barber-Surgeons from among the ranks of the physicians
to deliver. an annual course of lectures in the Barber-Surgeons' Hall.
These physicians were seldom or never practical dissectors, only were
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they familiar with the Latin tongue and read in' the works of
Galen, Vesalius and Harvey. One cadaver was deemed sufficient for de-
monstrating all parts of the body, the' lecturer quoted largely from these
old texts and trusted mainly to their fanciful drawings and diagrams.
Among these Physician-lecturers had been John Caius, the founder of
Caius' College, Cambridge; Harvcy, G lisson, Mead, Cooper and Willis.'
'in'hs Barber-Surgeon alliance. which had controlled in England the
practice of surgery for 200 years, a strong, close and jealous. corpor-
ation, quite ready to impose a fine of £10 upon anyone dissecting a body
outside their Hal, and both unable and unwilling to conduct these dis-
sections within it, was very fortunately in this year 1745, finally dis-
solved. The time was critical in the teaching of. anatomy, for .there
existed a universal horror of all anatomical pursuits and practical dissec-
tion was generally unknown. William Huinter 'seized the opportunity,
advertised "to instruct gentleimen in the practical 'art of dissecting asge.M

it is taught in Paris," and despite a pious and professional hostility ho
succeeded at last in placing the teaching of anatoiny. upon a. practical
and scientific basis. His was the first school of the kind' in England
(the Monros in Scotland hai slightly anticipated him), it grew rapidllv
in prosperity and soon becaine the first teaching centre in Tinn'don.

It was at this school in Covent Garden, with its dissecting-room at the
back, that John Hunter, the younger brother, arrived in that Septemiebr
of 1748. William's private practice had by this time greatly increased
and chiefly in the direction of midwifery. He vas soon to be known as
the best anatomist and accoucheur in London, nid afterwards in attend-
ing Queen Charlotte had the distinction of being the first male accou-
cheur employed by any of England's Queens. It was to relieve William
in the work .of the dissecting-room that " Jack " Hunter as ho was now
called, was put to noork that morning in September upon the exposure
of the muscles of the fore-arm, upon his life's work. The brothers are
now together and for ten years tbey so continued, William delivering the
greater part of the lectures, writing papers and busy with practice, while
John, soon a skilled dissector. was mounting specimens, prosecuting the
researches and teacbing the hack-work of the dissecting-room.

Comparisons between these two brothers have been and will always
be, inevitably instituted. How that William, though of great profes-
sional attainment, of sound education and wide, diversified tastes and the
author of the monograph " Anatomy of the Gravicd Uterus," the ableist
work of its time, and suficient alone to make him immortal, lacked the
originality, the scientific insight and foresight of the younger brother
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John, the " Founder of Scientifie Surgery !" Compare them as we may
we inst always remember that William was the pioncer, that without
him therc would have been no John and that their respective work,
shot each through and through with the influence and individuality
of the other, ,and ivhich truly does live after them, is monumental to
tiei both, one and indivisible.

With the two brothers at 'work in Qovent Garden let us place about
them, very broadly drawn, the setting of their own time.

Frmer " George was King of England, and among his Crown Min-

isterswere Lords Grenvillei lockingham and North; Fox and the two
Pitts. .Peter the Great had been déad onie fecw years and Charles th-
Pretender had already suffered defeat at Culloden. The history of the
time includes the great earthquake at Lisbon; the Seven Years War
with the French, with the incidents of the Black Hole of Calcutta, and
the taking of Quebee by Wolfe; the winning of their Independence by
the American Colonies -and the beginning of the French Revolution.

Louis XVI. perished on the scaffold six months before the death of
John Hunter, and on the very day of Iunter's own tragie enc there

fell by the guillotinc the head of his Queen, Marie Antoinette. Pará,

the great French surgeon, the inventor of the ligatare, had been dead

nearly 200 years. Exactly a century before John. Hunter was born,
Francis Bacon died and Harvey published his great work on the Circu-

lation of the Blood. Wiseman, the father of English surgery, and Syden-
bain wer dead already some forty years, while Newton had lived till

just a year before bis birth. Voltaire was thirty years older than Hunter

nd HUalier thc indefatigable Professor at once of ncdicine, anatomy;;
botany and surgery in'the University of Göttingen, was 20. years his
senior. The renowned Boerhaave died at Leyden when Hunter wasten;
and the year he came to London, Goethe was born. 0f .the great natural-

ists Grow and Ray belonged to the previous centur'y, but thcre lived as
contemporaries Buffon, Linnaeus and Cuvier.

Amuong those whom the Hunters possibly met in London wcre John
HEfoward, Wesley and Wilberforce, Pope, Adam Snith, Benjamin Frank-

'lin, Cavendish and Davey, Dalton and Herschell, Grose, Sir Joshua

Eeynolds, Erasmus Darw'in, Priestley and Benjamin West, and doubt-

less they occasionaliy saw the acting of David Garrick and Mrs. Siddons,
while the link-boy and sedan-chair werc still met in the streets.

Chief among the HLunters' professional brethren were the following:-
Cheselden, the great and kindly surgeon of St. Thomas, who so sue-
cessfully "eut for stone," adopting first the supra-pubie, and later the
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lateral pirineal operation, and by this latter method often cutting as
many as 27 without a death. Percival Pott, surgeon at St. Bartholo-
new's, who already w-as protesting against the actual cautery and char-
coal-pan, the suppuratives, digestives and sarcoties by which the older
surgeons checked bleeding and dressed their wounds, using himself the
more kindly ligature and bland and simple dressings. Not yet had he
been thrown from his horse in Kent Street and suffered his famous
fracture, while the Treatise on Rupture," and his additions to surgical
pathology in respect .Of ."tmiiour albs" and vertebral caries, the re-
sulting curvature from -whiich.- still bears his naime, were yet to appear.
Among other surgeons Mr. Bromfield and Sir Cesar Hawkins were at
St. George's; Saimuel Sharip and Warncr at Guy's. Of the physicians
werc Heberden' John Fothergill, Radcliffe, Richard Mead, Lettsom and
Thomias Dover; wbile Smellie the obstetrician, was busv perfecting from
Palf yn's tiré tête his famons midwifery forceps.

The medical teaching of the time may be judged both in its quality
a.nd extent by .the following:--Mr. Nourse, the chief surgeon. of St.
Bartliolomew's and Pott's old master, professed to teach "totam rei
anatonicam" in 23 lectures; Mr. Bromfield, a lecturer of note com-
prised anatomy and surgery in thirty-six, and Dr. Nicdholls, at w'hose
school William Hunter studied, taught anatomy, phy-siology and the
general principles of pathology and midwifery in 39 lectures.

The professional and. social gulf between the physicians and surgeons,,
diggcd in the Middle Ages, was still imperfectly bridged. The physi-
cians were as a rule, better educated and still counted themselves'greatly
superior to the surgeons,; for Charles Bernard, who is remarked as. the
first English surgeon 'who w-as an educated gentleman, had only died in
1711. Their college founded by Linacre, had already been in existence
some 2.00 years and had during that time slowly gathered to itself the
strengtlh of custom and tradition. The physicians proper, the "iedici

puxi" were still inclined to boast as their inheritance the profound
gravity, the fur-trained robes, perukes, canes and swords affected by their
predecessors, and the consideration that service other than a formal
prescription' was beneath their 'dignity.

The surgeons on the other hand, had not yet achieved a complete
social. emancipation.. Tliroughout the Middle Ages their degradation
had been greater than that of the physicians, for at that tinie,:while the
practice of medicine was a clerical right, the Church f orbade, on pain
of excolnnunication, the letting of blood. Conscquently, surgery was
shunned by the Ecclesiastics and felil into the liands of the ignorant and
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vugar,-the barber, the bather and bone-setter. . The redemption of
surgery from thcse vulgar hands was the work of nearly three centuries,
and was not completely achieved in England till the dissolution of the
Barber-Surgeon Company in 1745. The Court of Assistants of the
Corporation of Surgeons was founded in Hunter's time, lie was one of
its first masters, and it was this corporation which in 1800 became by
Royal Charter, England's College of Surgeons.

John Hunter lived in stimulating times, let us now sec how wdrthy
of his time he proved himself to be.

In William's sehool he -began simply as a practical dissector and soon
proved himseif an, adept at the business. Before the end of the year,
so rapid was his progress, he was entrusted with the charge of directing
the pupils in their' dissections and of preparing the subects for his
brother's lectures. He found himself in his element, and the mind
which had recoiled with disgust from th- dry routine 'of scholastic pur-
suits was aroused and attracted by the congenial objects which on all
sides confronted him. Ris ambition was fired to become not only a
surgeon but also an anatomist.

During the summer months ho studied surgery, attending first the
Chelsea Hospital under Cheselden, and later Saint Bartholomew's under
Pott, and it avwts from these two men that H-unter received his first
lessons in the surgeon's art. Within two years of his arrival in London
he was fairly emibarked upon his professional life. Ris industry and-
zea were plienonenal and his capacity for work was enormous. : A.
roughish sort was " Jack" Hunter, head-strong and intolerant, and a

great favourite with the " resurrection men." -Ris brother with his
scholarly attributes and gentlemanly manners, was at this time his good
and guiding genius and soon about the Covent Garden School and home
were gathere'd the leading, professional and lay intellects of tIe day.

In 1753 John entered as Gentleman Commoner at St. Mary's. Hall,
Oxford, probably persuaded thereto by his brother, for his great de-
ficiency in expressing himself both in speech and writing was painfully
manifest. To the day' of his death he never made entirely good this
deficiency, for he could not stand it at Oxford, in his own words " to be
stuffed with Latin and Greek and made an old woman of," and soon
leaving it, finally relinquished all thouglit of a polite education.

The following year he was entered as surgeon's pupil at .St. George's
Hos.pital and two years later became house-surgeon at the hospital. a
post equivalent to surgical registrar of our own day.' At this tite .too,
he was made partner in the school and a, certain share of the lectures
alloted him, but it ïwas in the dissecting-room always that he felt himself
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most at home. Al his leisure time h devoted to anatomical research
and to the preparation and Collection. of specimens. His reputation as
a skilled anatomist became rapidly and widely known, and at this timei he
was only laying the foundation of his real work that was yet to comle.
In the words of Steplien Paget, "John Hunter went forward from
human anatomy to all anatomy and physiology, and from these to mec1i-,
cine and surgery; from all of thcm to the profound study of lifé, alike
in health and disease, in all structures, at all stages."

It was about this time that Hunter made his famous dissection of the
huinan placenta. The story goes tha.t Dr. «.Mackenzie, an assistant of
Snellie's, had succeeded in injeeting the arteries and reins of the uterus
of a woman dead at term. Not being able to interpret what he saw he call-
ed in Hunter who succecded in tracing these arteries and veins to their
terminations in the sinuses of the decidua. In the evening he communi-
cated these discoveries to his brother William, who extrenely sceptical at
first, nvas, on seeing the specimen, at. once convinced. . This, the. first
demonstration -of the true nature of 'the maternal placenta gains always
a melancholy interest froin te fact that some twenty years later it was
the occasion of the final quarrel and estrangement betiëen the two
great brothers.

Other researches inade at Covent Garden were :-(1) The demonstra-
tion of the lachrymal· ducts in man. . (2) The demonstration of the
tubuli seminiferi. (3) The discoveries relating to congenital hernia.
?-4) The discovery of the lymphatic absorbent systemn. These all were
triumphs of John's wonderful -skill, patience and ingenuity. Wlile ho
worked, dissected and demonstrated, William taught and wrote. Af ter
the fashion of the times these writings were vituperative to a degree, for
the Monros of Edinburgh aud Percival Pott, were also in the fiold of
discovery and many and bitter were the contentions to priority of the
several claimants. In these disputes, charges of stupidity, falsehood.
and theft were comiion tender and always the Hunters proved them-
selves doughty opponents.

And now the over-work and close confinement told even upon the
health of John Hunter and he was advised to go abroad, "havin g com-
plaints in iris breast which threatened to be consumptive." Througi the
influence of his brother he was appointed a staff-surgeon in the army,
and England being as usual, at war, early in 1761 ho sailed. under
Keppel for Belle Isle and saw active service with the fleet. The following
year he followed the ]and campaign in Portugal being in all, two years
out of England. This active service completely re-established his health,
afforded him material for his great "Treatise on Gun-shot Wounds,"
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and gave 'him inany opportunities for physiological experinent and in-
vestigation.

WrVe read from his own 'pen of hisobservations on the arrest of diges-
tion· by hibernation, that,, "At Belleisle in, the hbginning of the' winter
1761-62, I conveyod woinis and picces of meat down -the thlroats of
lizards, when they were goinig into winter quarters, keepinîg them after-
wàrds in a coolplace. On opening' thein at diflferenti periods I always
found te subhstnces w ,hih I, had introduced, entire and free from
alteration, sonetiies they were in the -stoiach, at oiher timés they liad
passed into the intestine and sone of ;he lizards that wvere preserved
alive 'voided then tow'ards the spring, ,with but very littie alteration -in,,
their 'structure." Such was one of a multitude of observations made at
this time.

urnter' came back froin the Peninsula in 1763, thirty-five years of
age; hi-s 'only:income in the world his half-pay. His partnership witl
bis brother dissolved, lie settled. in London as a surgeon and started
practice in Golden Square. And it was an uphill fight. His manner was
abrupt, pften even coarse 'and repellent. Eninent surgeons possessed
the field, and he was unknown save as a skilled anatomist, more anxious
to disseèt than to cure. Even in bis 'own estimation practice vas always
of sécondary importance, and throughout bis life it was ever with re-
luctance' that lie laid aside for its sake bis scientific pursuits. "Well
I must go and earn this damned guinea or f shall be sure to need it
to-morrow," fairly characterizes the true attitude of his mind. His pro-
gress at first was slow. To eke out an income he delivered private'
lectures on anatomy and operative surgery, but his pupils never num-
bered more than twenty. In his leisure hours, they must have been
nany in those early years, ho renewed his studies in comparative an-
atomy, securing by hook or by crook, all animals of whatsoever kind.
His house becaine a menagerie, overflowed utterly, till in 'the followinîg
year he secured two acres of land about two miles from London, near
Brompton, at a place called Earl's Court. Here he built a small house
and gathered together whatsoever beasts of the field and birds of the
air lie coula buy, borrow, or sIeal. He observed their habits, experi-
mented with them and in the end dissected them, whether it was a 17-
foot whale or O'Brien the Irish giant.

Hfunter's income for the first eleven years of his practice- never
amounted to a £1.000. but in 1 î 67 lie was elected a Fellow of the
Royal Society, and in the following year obtained the position of surgeon
to St. George's Hospital, bis old clinical sehool. This latter appointment
while it brought a rapid increase of practice. entitled hin to take
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.house pupils" each apprenticed :to him for five years at a fce of £500.

Among the first of these pupils wcre Mr. Guy of Chiehester, Dr. Physick
of Pliiladlophia. and most fious of all, Edward Jenner. Soon aftér
his appointment to St. George's he was made a member of the Corpor
i ion of Surgeons, he publisied his first book. a "Treatise on the Natural

History of the Human Tecth," lie married Miss Anne Lome and moved
from Golden Square to better quarters, his brother's former house; inà
Jeriyn Street. Fortune had at last begun to sile' upon him, for both
his private practice and professional character were advancing fast.

The increa.so of his professional duties served only to stimulate himi
to further scientific investigation, he ias always, at every spare'moment,
-engaged in innumerable dissections, observations and experiments. His
letters to bis friends bristle with requests to procure for him all sorts
of things, animate or inaniimîate, fron lions to lizards, from porpoises
to pigeon's eggs. Already he was making the beginning of bis wonder-.
ful museum and all the hest rooms ini his house were soon choked to
overflowing. A patron of his, Lady S., sent a specimen of a giraf'e.'. 'T
could not make room for it, "so in order that it mighl he in sighlt he
cut off its legs and fixed it in flie passage." His country home at Earl's
Court resem'bled nothing so much as a moderi oah's Ark, with its
buffaloes and becs, snakes, birds and a lion's den.

Hunter's day began at six in the mnorning. He worked in his dis-
secting-room till nine when he breakfasted, and from thcn tili noon ho
saw patients. He then set forth for his hospital and private ronnds and.
returned to dine at four, tlie fashionable dinner bour. After dinner he
slept for an hour and the evenings were occupied in recording his cases
and observations and preparing and delivering lectures, continuing this
work till one or two o'clock in the morning. U o allowed. hinsel f about,
four hours sleep and no relaxation of any kind save au evening stroll
among his various animals at Earl's Court. Is it any wonder that bis
health at fortyfive began to seriously fail, for it was then he suffered
his first attack of angina.

He now at 43 -began to publish the results of his invcstigations. It is
rather characteristie of the type of ian that of bis first seven papers pre-
sented to the Royal Society, five of them dealt with questions in com-
parative anatomy or physiology, one in pathology and-i oniy one of the
seven with lreateit; and this nay be taken to fairly represent the
i elative importance of the respective subjects in Hunter's mind.

In 1773 'he gave his first course of lectures on the principles aui-
practice of surgery, adrvertisec in Hlunter's own words. " to irtroduce
so much of the animal economy as may be necessary to illustrate flie
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mental output of one cear: '~A recrpio f the situioin of ilu'h(
Te--tis in the Fcetim with its dlescent' into the Sr>tuim ;" Obse,-rratio.n;
on tlie Glands situiatecl hetveen ther Rpctuni mnilh~RadIr call
the Vesiculoe Serninahes :" " On the Structure of the Placenta; "Somne
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Observations on Digestion;" "On a Secretion in the Crop of- Breeding
Pigeons for the Kourishment of their Young;" "On the Color of the
Pigmentum Nigrum in dillerent animals;" "The use of the Oblique
Muscles;" "A Description of the Nerves which Supply the Organ of
Smelling;" " A Description of Some Branches of the Fifth Pair of Ner-
ves ;"-were papers all published in tlie course of a year, not lialf a bad
year's work.

"Even in his old age, full of suffering, over-worked, and close to death,
he was yet writing to Africa for swallows, ostrich eggs, a camel, cuckoos,
a young lion, bees, chameleons and any other beast or bird."

And now this passion for anatomy which had been the lode-star of
their lives, w-as to be the occasion of a great and final quarrel between
the two great brothers. The dispute arose over their counter-claims to
the discovery of the Structure of the Placenta, the work donc on Dr.
Mackenzie's specimien some twenty years before. John was the aggres-
sor and yet his claim appears the more rigliteous. The quarrel waxed
bitter and w-as never repaired, for three years later William d.ied,
and thougli John ministered to hiim at the last, the brothers made their
final separation, unreconciled. John had ten years yet to live.

The year of his brother's death lie moved to a large house in Leicester
Square and in connection therewith he built a museuin and a lecture
theatre, with disseciing-rooms adjoining. This, while it laid him undor
a further financial burden provided him with a suitable home for all his
vast collection of preparations and specimens. Here at last these were
housed, arrangced and classifiei, for .Hunter a veritable labor of love.
Th'bis museum was thc great labor of his life, the principal record of his
deeds and opinions. In it he collected some 14,000 specinens,. a vast
store-house of preparations of anatomy, human and comparative, histo-
logy, physiology, morbid structure, plants and fossils. H-unter dissected
at least 500 'different species of aninals, making, moreover, numerois
rc-peated dissections of the saine species, and nany hundreds of plants.
He added to these thousands of preparations in human anatomy and
pathology, skulls of al] nations: .two thousand stuffed animals and three
thousand fossils. He made preparations to display the distinctive char-
acters of eaich animal,, and left an enormous quantity of manuscript-
description, drawings and notes. This nuseum has been aptly called
1-Iunter's chiefest monument. lis object was to illustrate the whole
question of life, boti in lealth and disease, and superhuman though flte
task, he succeeded. For it lie suffered, sla-ved and sacrificeci; he was
always poor, for it cost him £70,000, and dying, its money value w-as the
sole fortune he had to bequeath. Six vears after his death Pitt was
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providentially persuaded to buy this museuin for the nation, and he

paid for it £15,000 thoughli he had scarce moncy wherewith to buy
pow-der, and it 'was given in trust to the Royal College of Surgeons,
where it still remains.

The last ten years of H-iunter's lfMe was one long martyrdom. He had
suffered his first attack of angina two years before, but the seizures now
recurred with pitiful frequency and he was scarcely or nevcr entirely
frec from pain. In his own worls " My life is in the hands of any
rascal who chooses to anoy and tease me." If anything, his energy
was redoubled, for during this time ho planned and executed his great
operation for aneurism, operating upon five cases; wrote some thirty
criginal papeTs and published two of his large works, " The Treatise
on the Venereal Disease,' and " Observations on Certain Parts of the
Animal Economy." He was engaged upon lis great " Treatise on the
Blood. Inflammation and Gun-shot Wounds," when the end came. In
addition he was still lecturing, giving clinical instruction at the hospital
and driven with private practice. A wonderful history it reads of a
strong man's struggle against increasing disability; shattered, suffering,
resolute. All treatment was useless, even that of Jenner's. Gra-
dually sheer exhaustion shortened the excursion of his activities, but his
great vitality held on. In better than his usual spirits he reached St.
George's Iospital on that fateful 16th of October. The end caine
tragically. In'the midst of a heated discussion an attack of angina
seized him and he staggered from the board-room only to fall into the
arns of two of his colleagues where he lied.

Such w-as the passing of John Hunter, in 1793, at 65, the same age
as William his brother. Two days later lis body was quietly interred.
in the Church of St. Martin-in-te-fields.

"John -Hunter was a profound philosopher, a great naturalist, a pre-
eminent collector and the foremost surgeon of his tine." He was the
first who practised and taught surgery as a, branch of the science of
lifc, the first scientific surgeon and upon this his irresistible claim to
greatness rests. Previous to his time surgery was merely an art, rules
of observation and experience, isolated or but loosely linked together.
Nothing was known of the real nature of disease, for even of the normal
functions of nutrition and absorption, growth and repa.ir, there was
almost entire ignorance. Hunter perceived the want of this knowledge
and clearly saw that it alone could furnish a sure foundation for the
laling art. In Ottlev's somewhat quaint phrasoology " Hunter was the
first to realize that in order to obtain just conceptions -of the nature of
those aberrations from healthy action, which constitute discas, it w'u:
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necessary to understand the healthy actions themselves, and these -not
in man alone but throughout the vhole animal series and oven iin
vegetable life." His was no less an undertaking than the study of 'the
phenonena of life, in health and disease, throughout the whole range
of organized beings, and to this study he devoted the afhnost super-
humani en]ergies of his life. There hlad been none like him in scientific
zoology since Aristotle, for through the long twenty centuries, as students
of natural history there were noue equal to these two;-the one the son
of the Stagira physician, the other of the Calderwood laird. . So lunter
was able to transform surgery from a barren account of isolated cases
into a science founded on anatoiical, physiological andl pathological
knowledge. He carries us beyond mere handicraft into the region of
general principles. The Surgery of the Middle Agès was a trade.
Pare, Petit and Pott converted it into an art. 1-unter elevated it to the
rank of a science."

His loftiest efforts are to be found in his work on " The Blood, In-
flamiation and Gun-shot Wounds," whichi may be, fairly countecd his
masterpiece, for iin it there is foreshadowed, upon the principles therein
enuïnciated, is based. the whole subsequent progress of scientific surgery.
Much of it makes almost inspired reading so faithfully have its promises
been fulfilled.

His " Treatise on thu Venereal Disease," thougli imîpaired in its scien-
tifie valiebv his belief that gonorrhea, soft chancre and syphilis were due
to one and tic same virus is f ull of painstaking research, accurate obser-
vation and sound treatment. We can scarcely wonder at Hunter's error
for when experimenting in 1767 with sone pus which lie thougli gonor-
rheal le accidentally inoculated himself therewith. A hard chancre and
secondary syphilis developed, whiich le faithfully treated with mercury,
and le tells us " the- time the experiment took up from thé first insertion
to the complete cure was about threc years." In the treatment of
urethral stricture lie advises that the comnion bougies of lead or wax
candle be discarcled, and there be substituted lis own bougies of lard
rubber. His classic description of chancre,-the 1-Tunterian. chimere,
stands, to-day adequate, as it left his pen.

His " Animal Economy " embraces 47 original articles, chiefly in
anatony and physiology. Verily it is a marvellous collection of unique
range, for in it are found observations on Fossil Bones, on Digestion, on
Bees, on Whales and Kangaroos, with experiments on the Growth of
Bones and the Absorption by Veins.

As an operating surgeon, Hunter was not the equal of Cheselden or
Pott, but he was bold, steady and accurate. In this connection, with his
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naine are always associated :-Aneurism and its Treatinent by Proxinal
Liigature, Phlebitis, Intussusception, Treatiment of Guii-shot Wounds;.
Fceding tbrougli a Stoinach Tube, and the Transplantation of T1eet;
vile his phrase " healing by lirst intention," vill forever remain in

our surgical literature.
These very shortly were some of 1-unier's contributions to surgery,

and the ensuing year.s have but enchanced their value and importance.
Lawrence lias writien ihat, " we could well spare the works of any
surgeon except; Huntier, for they would liardly be iissed:. But . if
Ilunter's researc-hes and his wrijtings were obliterated and their influence
withdrawn. the very life-blood of surgery would be lost, it would be a
body front which the vital principle had departed."

'Lot no inan presune to call himself wise," says Pythagoras, " God
alone is vise. Man.can never get beyond the passion for wisilom." It,
was this passion for wisdomn that filled the soul and inspired, the life of
Joln Hunter.

Sixty-six years after his death, Ihe body of John hlunter was removed
from St. Martin, to the Abbey that "imakes us we." ]Te lies there in
the North Aisle and above is written " The Ioyal College of Surgeons
of England bas placed this tablet over the grave of Hiuter. to record its
admiration of his genius as a gifted interpreter of the divine power and
wislon at work in the law of organic life, and its grateful veneration
for bis services to niankind as the Fou nder of Scientific Surgery.

An ew company, under the name of the Chandler and Mills, has been
forned to deal in physicians' and surgeons' supplies. Amongst the
shareholders are forty physicians of Montreal and the province.

It is understood that the appointments of Dr. Geo. H. Parke as
Principal Mc-dical Oficer of the Quebec District, and of Dr. Geo. Turcot
as Surgeon for the Quebec Arsenal, will be gazetted. in the course of a
few days.

Billroth, in writing to a Russian surgeon regarding the fatal nalady
of Pirogoif, a palatal neoplasm, refused to operate or to advise an opera-
tion, saying:-" I am not that bold operator whom you knew years ago
in Zürich. Before deciding on the neeossity for an operation I always
propose to myself this question: 'Would you permit such an operation
as you intend performing on your patient' to be done on yourself ?'
Years and experience bring in their train a certain degree of hesitancy
(Zurückhaltung)."
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McGIL AND BISHOP'S.

It would be too tiansparent .n affectation of icnoraice to pretend any
longer that wé were unaware .of the negotiations which have 1een in
progress this past year for a ncrging of the M1edical Faculty of the:
University of Bishop's College into the Medical Faculty of McGill. We'
are informed that the arrangement is 'as good' as completed, thougl
the exact nature of the agreemuent has not yet been 'disclosed. 'Therc
is reason, however, to believe that it is one which will deserve' the
enthusiastic approval of the faculties, graduates and students' of both
Universities.

The Medical Faculty of Bishop's College was foundced nearly thirty-
four years ago, and during that time it bas well servel the cause of
inedical education by the practical training which it gave to its
students, and by the experience which it yielded to teachers who were
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afterwards cajied to a wider, field.. The high standing. which many of
its graduates have obtained in the profession, and its professors vho

have passed into other faculties may be put forward in proof -of this.

For example, live of the present professors in MeGill and six junior

teachers obtained their first experience in Bishop's. The graduates who

have attained to distinction would bc long to naie.
But in these years the circumstances of iiedical education have

changed. In the old days, all.which was considered necessary for naking
a complote physician was a lecture-rooni and a few bodies for dissection.
It is unnecessary to specify here the requirenents which are essential
to-day, but during the past few ycars the Faculty of Bishop's College
have been reminded continually of them. Finally they were obliged to
face the difficulty, through the resignation of their Dean, Dr. F. W.
Campbell, on account of illness, increasing age, and otheri-matters per-
sonal to himself. They werc compelled to take note of the comparative
ineffRciency of the snall school and the modern tendency of sehools to
come together; of the diminishing English-speaking popuhdtion in the
Province of Quebec; of the'increasig denands of medical students for
a wider knowledge; of the rivalry of schools .in neiglihboring cities; of
the increasing clemands of life which prevent practitioners froin en-
gaging largely in other occupations than that out of which their liveli.
hood comes.

These circumstances became more pressing, when they reflected upon
their small endowments, their inconsiderable laboratory equipîment, the
lack of clinical faculties directly controlled by themselves, the continuous
depletion of their number by promotion to wider fields. On the other
hand, they perceived that if the meclical school were absorbed into a
larger body, certain defilite advantages could accrue; namely, relief to
the teachers froni work which could be -as ettectually donc elsewherc;
an obliteration of the division in the profession, which always results
from the presence of two schools, where one would serve; a more com-
plete union of the English-speaking part of the profession, which would
in time lead to a better understanding in the profession as a. whole.

Accordingly a conference was souglit with McGill Medical Faculty,
when the -whole matter had a full and frank discussion, and both parties
proved that they were actuated by the same desire, to make medical
education easv-where once it had been difficult. The two Universities
gave cordial assent to the proposal which had been agreed upon by the
respective faculties, and we understand they are now engaged upon the
details of the schene which, after all is a University matter.

It is altogether likely that there were many difficulties to be overcome
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cf which we have not heard, arising out of sentiment and ont of fact,
and the negotiations must have been cleverly handled in order to reach
so desirable an issue. But, in trtih, the trend of events favoured. Many
imembers of the Faculty of Bishop's arc graduates of McGill, and many
nembers of the Faculty of McGill were once teachers in Bishop's.
Their ines, social and professional ran together at several points,
and it was casier to come wholly together than to remain apart. There
ï're also other evidences of this better spirit. The united banquet of the
French and English menibers of the profession and the merging of
the Cancadian Mcdical Record with this Joun are cases in point.

We have not yet been infornied as to the exact details of the agree-
ment; yet, without being wiser than the inatter demands, we may surmise
that the University' of Bishop's College will surrender its rights to teach
niedicine in Montreal for a term of years if not permimntly; that all
their students will be accepted ad eundem gradum b)y McGill; that they
wvill in future pay ihe sanie fecs as are now exacted; that all the pro-
porty now held by Bishop's, endowments and inoveable property, shall
be taken over at a valuation, and that all leases shall be respecte.
I-aving in view that a union of hearts, is as essential as the inerging of
more palpable interests, we understand that arrangeinonts have been
made for cloing just honour to the late Dei of Bishops,. for con ferring
MeGill degreos upon the nemcbers of the Faculty, who do not possess
then, upon sucli graduates as slall be agreedo upon, and for incor-
porating the namies of all the graduates into the McGill Calendar.

We are not altogether clear as to the question of appointinents which
inay bo made to McGill, but we understand that the inembers of thé
stan. of Bishop's College would not agree to accept positions as a neces-
sarv result of the union, claiming that any such appointinents should be
made as required, and entirely on the ground of efficency. If this be
so, it is taking extreniely high ground, and, we think, a correct position.
An appoinfinent as part of a. "deal" is no compliment, andt iight not
be satisfactory to cither side. As a matter of course, h6spital appoint-
ments continue to rest with the hospital authorities and not with the
faculties.

Bislop's College has in a sense passed a self-denying ordinance, a
tern Dr. Osler ermployed in his memorable address before the united
Toronto schools. Indeed we are not quite sure thai the present negotia-
tions did not arise from that suggestion. If this is in some degree
self-sacrifice, it is worth keeping in mind that no sacrifice is ever in
vain, and teli present Faculty of Bisliop's College is likely to be remem-
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bered as a body of men who subordinated personal interests to the
general good.

There is. one matter which yet remains for consideration, namely the
representation upon the Council of the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons. At present McGill and Bishop's each send two members. Witi-
out an independent Faculty of Medicine in Bishop's University, a strict
iiiterpretation of the. law might reduce that representation 'from the
English-speaking schools to two, but we feel that the legislature canlbe
trusted. to follow the course which justice and reason would indicate.

THE ALEXANDRA HOSPITAL.

Time brings its revenges, and Montreal instead of hanging its head
over the Civie Hospital and the great lack of equipment with which to
combat infections diseases is likely in the near future to grow too proud
in this regard, for tic Alexandra Hospital has now been born, and we
wish it a speedy growth and a long life. Thanks to the consistent work
of a few deternined individuals, the building and equipment is to be
on a scale commensurate with the importance of tic city; and it is here
empliasized that the public lias not only to "'goint with pricle," but it
has to support by a liberal response fli claims of the Alexandra Hospi-
tal; lest it should not be remnembercd, subscriptions will be gladly
acknowlecdged by Mr. E. S. Clouston of the Bank of Montreal, or -Mr. T.
A. Barton, secretary of the Alexandra Hospital, 16 St. Sacrament street.

. The h1ospital will'accomodate 125 patients, and in case of epidemnic
187 dan be cared for; the total cost will be about a quarter of a million
dollars. The contracts have been awarded and work lias beguu; the site
is a lot with nearly 500 feet street frontage, at Point St. Charles, on tic
rivei bank; half a mile above the Victoria Bridge; if one may judge by
tic published details of buildings, the plans provide excellently for
isolated pavilions of imnodern construction, which will be fireproof: co'a-
crete, steel, terra-cotta, brick and stone, are the materials to be used.
The buildings will consist of five pavilions, grouped like the points of
a pentagon, connected, not with one another, but each with the centre,
which again is connected with the administration building; of the flve
pavilions, two small ones are for observation of cases and for erysipelas,
and the three main ones will be devoted to diphtheria, neasles and scarlet
fever. At one side of the lot will be a snall building consisting of
chapel, mortuary and ambulance quarters. The floor will be "mono-
lithic," the walls and ceilings of hard plaster, enamelled, and the wood
necessary for sashes and doors will be of minimum quantity, and without
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mouldings or any inequality' of surface that miglit prove a lodging
place for gerns. The mode of preventing infection spreading from one
pavilion to another, is by the use of fresh air cut-offs at the entrance of
each building; the diphtheria ward is to be equipped with an operating
room for surgical emergencies arising from the disease. Situated apart
from the hospital proper is the power house with the laundries, which are
separate for staff and patients, and steam and formaldehyde sterilizing
plants; steam heating, electric lighting, anc mechanical ventilation,
need scarcely be menti'oned as adjuncts ·of so modern a hospital. W9e
feel grateful that so much has at'last been done, and when the hospital
ii built and opened,- we shall conratulate froni our very hearts not only
the movers in this matter, not only- the contributors to its funds, but
everyone who nay corne within its sphere of influence, even in the
capacity of patient.

THE HARVARD CANCER COMMISSION.

The third report of the Caroline Brewer Croft Cancer Commission
of Harvard Medical School, fills a number of the Journal of Medical
Research, and consists of four papers, threc of which have very practical
bearing upon the investigations -of cancer. Greenough, speaking of the
cell inclusions of cancer, points out that they are a product of gland
cancers, not of epitheliomata or sarconata, and that they are really
vacuoles which are connected with cell secretion; similar vacaoles are
found in some non-cancerous diseases of the nammary gland; and, if
the gland lumen be lost, as occurs in cancer, these secretion vacuoles can-
not escape and they still further degenerate; finally the author once
more reiterates that no reason exists for the interpretation of these ap-
pearances as of parasitic or'igin.

Vose and Howe have examined the effects of the Röntgen Ray upon
cancer, and state that it causes a degeneration not histologically distinct
from degenerations from other causes, and that the only cure by the
X-Ray is by destruction and exfoliation, which limits its value to super-
ficial cases; they consider that the destructive process is too slow, and
that, the rays being non-selective, they cannot be used strongly enough
to effect destruction of any but the shallowest tumors. If the rays be
used so strongly as. to destroy deep-lying cancer, they will cause burns
which probably will never heal.

The third paper is by Nichols, upon Tissue and -its Relation to Cancer;
he points out that epidermal transplantation occurs, but never glandular;
that the fcetal tissues have greater potentialites of growth than have the
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adult, that no transplanted issues infiltrate or form metastasses, than con-
nective tissues, such as foetal cartilage, can also be transplanted, andthat
-ihen the tissue is transplanted, it does not reproduce the stage of deve-
lopment it had when transplanted, but gocs -on to its ultimate develop
ment, as it would have donc if never reinovei. In all the conclusions
of the three papers there are many points which are not at all now, but
restatenent of an old fact from a slightly different standpoint, is usoful,
and the IHarvard Commiissiion is doing its brave share of thc work of the
cancer problem.

THE TUBERCULOSIS ASSOCIATION.

The annual meeting of the Dominion Association for the Prevention
of Tuberculosis, was held at Ottawa on March 15th, under the patronage
of ]Tis Excellency the Governor-General, Senator Edw.ards being in the
chair. The annual address was dclivered by Professor Adani of Mont-
real, upon " Adaptation and Tuberculosis ;" it was a thoughtful paper,
and a thought compelling one in many ways, and ýwilI appear in the
colunns of this Joun&NÂL. :Professor Adami in concluding, strongly
urged the beginning of- a campaign against the disease in cattle
or. Prince Edward Island, where , absolute segregation and in-

-spection is possible at a moderate'cost, 'with the application of this pro-
cedure later to the entire country, a provinceat a time; certainly it
seen. that effectual imeans in one part would far outweigh ineftectual
means in all parts,.if we are looking to the time when the disense will
be completely cradicated.

A very encouraging f eature of the meeting Was the. speech of- Earl
Grey, iwho delivered an address -which was marked by a degree of en-
thusiasni and chiefly by a depth of knowledge of the subject which was,
to speak frankly, a great and pleasant surprise to his auditors. His
Majesty's representative is not at all times expected to have a thorough
knowledge of the technicalities of such subjects as this, but evidently
Earl Grey has appreciated the importance of the disease to the interests
of the country, and bas given careful study to the question. A general
impressioni existed at the meeting that the House had done well to
support the motion of Mr. Perley (Argenteuil), that the time had
arrived for the Dominion Governnent to take action, in some way to
assist the figlit against tuberculosis; the Dominion is perhaps pre-
vented by law froni building sanatoria of its own, but it can at least
aszist provincial efforts in this direction, and even institute otier
methods in parallel lines.



We extend ouri heartiest congratulations to Professor Adami on the
occasion of his election to be a Fellow of the Royal Society, and his there-
by rcaching a well-recognized iilestone on the road to scientific faine. It
is admiitted tlat this title is a recognition of a definite and. higlh position
in flic world of science, and it is a title, too, that is essentially an in-
dividual one, so that while we congratulate the university, it is with the
fill recognition that this honor has fallen to Professor Adami by virtue
of merit, and is the product of his own energy. We believe we arc. cor-
rect iii saying that Dr. Bell of Ottawa, is the only other Fellow of the
RoVal Society in Canada, who as a iedical degrea; and in viow of
the small numiber of Fellow'ships grailted in meclicine, aid the great -
nmuher of famîous physicians and plysiologists, we feel that this dis-
tinction is an unusually higli one.

A well-merited honor was bestowed by the Governors of McGill
University, in raising to the position of iProfessor Emeritus, Dr. Duncan
McicEachrim. who was for many years professor of veterinary mîediciie
anid surgery, and dean in the faculty of .comparative iedicine and
veterinary science. Apart from long, painstaking and zealous service to
the university, Dr. McEachran's position in the veterinary world of
Canada lias been among the higlest, and his services to the Government
in tle matter of cattle inspection and flie prevention of disease, are too
vell known to reqiire mention. Dr. McEaclran has been a Fellow of

tlic Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons of England for tbirty 'years,'
and ve visl hin as long an enjoyment of his làst honor.

Dr. Ilunter,- in the March number of the Canadian Journal of ilfedi-
cine and Surgcry, imakes the following statenent: We cannot look to
our iedic.al press, citlier, for effective .work in a crisis. It is under a
bliglting influence. too, thougli not the same as that wbich einasculates
the Medical Council. Through tlie niggardliness or indifference of the
great mass of medical men, tlie imedical press is not properly su-pported,
and therefore it bas to depend on the advertising colunns of the big pro-
prietary inedicine bouses. For a potent medical press, we must look to
the profession at large for substantial support, as well as for a frec ex-

pression of its opinion." This view of Dr. Iunter, we take flie liberty
of saying is erroneous, and arises fron a shortness of vision whichl does
not extend beyond bis local environment.

The following item suggests that an orchestra may be in future a
part of every operating room: " TIe strangest use to which music can
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be put is to stop the flow of blood from a wound. An arny doctor
noticed that when a wounded soldier was taken to within an easy hear-
ing distance from nusic, hSnmorrhage was greatly relieved......It is
now believed that the vibration .of the air proi uced by the nisic causes
the patient to become faint. " It is probable that this occurred in
GCermny, if ones own experience of the German band be allowed. as
evicdence.

The University of Paris has established a new depaitmen fr the
dissemiination ofpractical and. scientific knowldgce. Atfirst sight this
seems a large matter, but it is,' 'in reality, an oflice to give infornatioi
regarding .college courses and hospital elinies to outsiders desirous of
using the facilities of 'the university.

The necessity for medicat inspection of schools is shown by the fact
that in one year five aid a hall' per cent. of the children examincd in
New York were excluded, vhile a slightly higher percentage was rejected
at Chicago in the saine period.*

Dr. lyde, of Chicago, in the March number of thd Amzerian Journnai
of Medical Sciences, blames the St. Louis Fair 'for an increasing.pre
valence of the itch. The directors probably failed to think of tlis in
time.

On March 17th, Manuel Garcia celebrated his 100th anniversary, and
through Dr. 'H. S. Birkett, the congratulations of McGill University,
were sent to him 'on the ' happy occasion.

THE R~ESIGNATION OF DEAN CAMPIELL.

It is with much regret that we learn of the resignation of Dr. Francis
Wayland Campbell as Dean of the Medical Faculty of Bishop's College,
owing to ill health.

The history of Dr. Campbell's connexion with Bisliop's College takes
us back to the birth of the Faculty in March, 1871, when he was appoint-
ed the first Registrar of the Facuty, ani Professor of the Institutes of
Meldicine. Five of the twelve original members composing the Faculty
are alive and are to-day enjoying lucrative practices and standing high
in the profession in Montreal. Dr. CampbelPfilled the chair of physi-
clogy for ten years and on the death of Dr. David, the filrst Dean of
the Faculty, in 1883, ho was elected Professor of Medicine and Dean of
the Faculty, and vell and faithfully has ho served his University in this
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capacity. Quick in grasping the details of a problem, logical in argu-
ment, prompt and business-like in al appointinents, and coinbining
great foresight and optimism; lie has been a strength to the sehool. A
practical man himself in all things, it is natural that the sehool should
excel in practical teaching, and this has always been the attractive
feature in the course at Bishop's College.

At the inception of the Faculty, Dr. Campbell with the other profes-
sors received the degree of M.A., honoris causa, from the University at
Lennoxville, and in 1895 he was honored with the degree of D.C.L.

Many practitioners iwill remember Dr. Campbell best as Secretary of
the College of Physicians and Surgeons of the Province of Quebec, which
post lie held for ten years; and many of these practitioners are grate-
ful in pointing to him as the one whose wise councils enabled thein to
propitiate the conflicting laws and regulations barring applicants from
admission to the pfactice of nedicinc in the Province of Quebec.

Medical journalisn always proved attractive to Dr. Campbell. He
was one of the cditors of the Canada Mfedical Journal from 18G4 to 1872,
when he establislied the Canada 1edical Record and remiainec its editor
for many years.

Dr. Campbell is an enthusiast in all matters military. For over 43

years lie was actively connected with the Militia of Canada, rising from
privaté to the rank of Surgeon-Lieut.-Colonel, the highest rank obtain-
able. The Mflontreal Ga-zetle, of Decenberi 10th, 1898, iii giving notice
of his retirement, well said that "the history of Dr. Campbell's career
"is the history, one ight say, of the local militia. There have been
"few if any events of interest that have occurred to the soldiers of
"Montreal in which he lias not :layed a prominent part, and one can
"-only view bis retirement with extreme regret."

And so it is with the. history of Bishop's College. The history of
Dr. Campbell's encrgy and effort is the history of the success of the
\iedical Faculty of Bishop's College; and gratifying it must be to hin
to look about in the field of medical learning and note the height to
which many of his old students bave attained, and recall the days when

they sat before hîim.
We are sure that niy a gradunte abroadand at home will sympathize

witl the FacultV in tbeir loss, and will hope that the rest and relax'ation
from his long-present burden of eniersbip will restore, to him that
health and well-bcing so faithfully ani so richly earnedi.
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DIsEAsES oF TiE LIVER, GALL BLADDER AND BILE DUCTs.-By H. D.
1oLLESTON, M.A., 1\.D., .(Cantab) F.R.C.P., Physician to .. St.
George's Hospital, London, Philadelphia, New York, London. W.
B. Saunders & Co., 1905. J. A. Carveth Co., Toronto.

Aithough differing in methodi of approach and treatment of the sub-
ject, this volume of Dr. Rolleston's is assured of taking the position as
the standard authoritative work of reference in our language on the sub-
jeet of the liver and its diseases.. held for so many years by Murchison
The times are changed, and whereas Murchison in the sixties could with
advantage, largely base his presentation of the subject upon personal
experience, since then so detailed has been the study of individual con-
ditions of disease, so wide a field has been opened for observation and ex-
periment, that to-day no one man eau pretend by personal observation to
cover a tithe of the ground. To compress all the necessary matter into
the limits of a single volume there can be no leisurely writing about and
around each condition discussed: the treatment lias to be direct, the
abundant work of other observers lias to be duly recorded, and success
or failure depends on the way in which the work of others is abstracted,
balanced and sifted, and given its proper place and value. Wlen we
recognize the conscientious way in wiich Rolleston lias performed this
part of his task, and observe the results obtained, we are not surprised
that the volume is the outcome of no less than twelve years of steady
work. By this we do not mean to indicate that the work is in any sense
a mere compilation; on the contrary almost every page shows the fruit
oi the author's own experience, by bis constant reference to cases seen
and studied at St. George's; the treatment is individual to a very high
degree; but the value of the work lies ahnost equally in the honest pre-
sentation of the other results of other observers. As Dr. Rolleston states
in his introduction, the literature of the subject is enornious, and though
he bas oinitted to insert full bibliographies at the end of each chapter, the
reference to individual articles consulted and quoted, given at the foot
oi cach page, must upon rough caleulation be considerably over three
thousand. There must of course, be omissions-an occasional valuable
paper mnust be overlooked; that by Palmer Howard on Cirrhosis in
Children is not mentioned, though it may be said to be included in
Musser's later work; but how thorough the study has been may be sug-
gested by the statenient that we have counted no less than -fifty-eight
referenîce to work enanating from Canada-to the writings of Graham
and McPeicdran fron Toronto. of Lafleur, Ross, Osier (before he
migrated), Adami, Nicholls. M. E. Abbott, Ford, Gillies and Klotz from
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Montreal, not a little of w'hich bas appeared in the pages of this
JOUnNAL. Justice wc are glad to note lias also been donc to the French
literature on the subject. For long years French workers have paid
special attention to the liver, and have been indeed pion-ecrs in certain
directions, and as their results do not in general receive ade-
quate attention in the German writings, to which hitherto wC
have been accustomed to turn for fuller study, it is well that they are
here treated with the respect they deserve. Italian literature has aIso
contributed its due quota. We would only add that written as the work
is by a physician, no attempt is made to discuss the surgery of the liver
and bile passage althougl the surgeon will find that the etiology ,and
symi)tomiiology of the conditions whieh imist interest ii: cliolelithia-
sis, cholecvstitis, hepatic abscess, etc., cone in for fhorough treatinent.

-Thé various forms of cirrhosis are discussed with great care. We have
here, in short, the bést and fullest study of these conditions with wlhiei
we are acquainted in any language. Next to this the condition of

jauindice and of hepatic tunours are the most important sections, and the
syphilitie affections .of the organ arc treated in a masterly nanner.

The only section that appears to us unsatisfactory is that on the fatty
liver. it is true that Rosenfeld's observations upon the nature of 'fatty
dciegeneration." so called, have severely shaken up the old accepted views
rcgarding this form of fattv liver. We think, nevertheless, tliat it would
have been well to differentiate more clearly than lias 1 .en donc bethveen
t i almost physiological infiltration of the healthy cell, the cell, that is,
with deeply staining and healthy looking nucleus, and the degenerative
infiltration, in which the inuclear change alone is sufficient to indicate
that the ell is greatly daniaged. Dr. Rolleston's difficulty appears to
arise fron doubt as to where to place the alcoholic and tuberculous fatty
livers. While. as in chloroformu poisoning, there may in acute alcoholism
be developed a truc "faty degeneration," closely resembling that scen
ir phosphorus poisoning-i.e., the cells containing a mass of fat
droplets of various sizes, some distinctly large-in ordinary: chronie-ic o f h coar ion iitnc lar0
alchiolismn flic condition is one of pure fatty infiltration. We have ne
satisfactory indications, that is, that in sinall aiounts, alcohol acts as a
protoplasmic poison to the liver, although it obviously does so iii large
amounts; the appearance in chronic alcoholisim are merely those of
excessive storage of fat. In tuberculosis,-tliough here we speak with
more diffidence,-the same would seem to be truc. Judging. by the
nuclei the liver cells are not in a degenerative condition. We must sup-
pose that. as in starvation, tlie tissues in general, undergoing emaciation,
give up their fat, whicli then is found in increased ainounts in the
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idood (Schlutz) and so passes to the liver; se the progressive omacia
tion characteristic of tuberculosis leads to a giving up of these fats by
the other tissups with resultant storage of the sanie in the liver.

With so much that is still debatable it is natural and inevitable tliat
while welcoming and appreciating Dr. Rlolleston's work we find ourselves
bere and there at loggerheads with him. The interesting fact is that so
far in almost every case in which we differ, the author appears to have
foreseen our point of view and to have supplied argunents-and in.
general strong argunents-in favour of liis contention. Thus to take
inore particularly work enanating fromI Montreal ho evidently accepts
grudgingly the existence of obstructive biliary cirrhosis. le points out
that no less than seven of Ford's series of cases are those of congen.ital
obliteration of the comnion bile duct, and as regards these he accepis
Thomson's view that the obliteration is secondary to a descending cholan-
gitis, and it is to this, rather than to the obstruction per se, that he would
ascribe the cirrhosis. He points out further that the frequent cnlarged
spleen in these cases indicates also that an infective condition is the
essential feature. We are compelled to agree with him very largely.
And yet on further consideration we iwould ask, what is the cause of
the jaundice in all cases of cliolangitis if not a coinaident obstruction of
the bile passages? We are of opinion that in ail cases of obstruction,
whether infective, or not, there is, through pressure in the bile pasiges
a resorption of the already excreted bile and that it is this resorbed bile
which, in extrenie cases, causes actual necrosis of the liver cells and, in
inilder cases, sets up an irritation around the bile ducts leading to the
overgrowth of connective tissue and biliary cirrhosis. The condition, we
would urge, is parallel to what has been experimentally determined in
the pancreas; there a nioderate grade of obstruction leads to fibrosis
around the duets, a severe grade of necrosis.

Dr. Xicholl's work on Iyaloserositis is given a full acknowledgment
wit-hout' the teri liyaloserositis being ever employed. We have learnt,
from other sources, that Rolleston regards this as a barbarous termn, and
we frcely admit that it is a hybrid; nevertheless, we believe tliat it has
corne to stay-it is already taken up by German writers-and'that for
a reason which Dr. Rolleston's treatment of the subject itself demon-
strates. That word will be accepted which best expresses a given idea,
and if no word of truc Greek parentage will express tlat idea thon a
snappy niongrel is botter t.han a blue-blooded circunilocution. After all
the flrst virtue of a word is its utility, the second its parentage. We may
deplore the parentage of " appendicitis" for example, but no compounil
of wholly Greek origin effectually supplies its place. And so we would
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point out that " universal chronic perihepatitis," as Rolleston would terni
what Cursclimann first denominiiated ", Zuckergussleber," is most inade-
ouate. The chronie hyaline perihepatitis· is only one manifestation of
a general condition whicli affects not nerely the' liver but other portions
of the peritoneal serosa, and frequently the pleure and the pericardium
a.; well. A word is needed to express at once tie fet that this proce.s
is liable to affect serous membranes in general and that the deposit has
a characteristic hyaline appearance, and 'hyaloserositis" exactly fulflls
the want.

One last note, whicli may seem almost ungracious, considering the
prominent position given to our own classification of the cirrhoses and it
is this, that, in affording that classification we expressly pointed out the
verv fact which Rolleston brings agaîinst it, namely, that several of the
subldivisions are of no clinical importance, and even histologically are rare
and of slight extent; so we concluded. with him, that for, practical pur-
poses, portal biliary and the pericellular cirrhosis of (most often con-
genital) syphilis are the forms that alone deserve detailed consideration.

That these are the severest strictures we are able to bring against the
work is, we think, sufficient indication of its high standing.

J. G. A.

THE SURGERT OF THE DISEASES oF THIE APPENDI VERMIFORMIS AND
TIEIR COMPLcATIONs, by WE'ILLIA I{ENTY BATTLE, F.R.C.S., and
E. M. Corner. M.B. Sc..-Chicago. W. T. Keener & Co.. 1905,
pp. 208.

This is a modest work compared with some others on the same subject,
and Tet it treats of (as well as the pure infiammatory conditions of the
appendix) carcinoma, tubercular and other diseases of this troublesome
organ, and the relation of appendicitis to life insurance. Anything Mr.
Battle lias to do with is well done, and this work is no exception to the
rule. First, we have the historv of the disease and its surgical treat-
ient, with a clear account of its anatomy, macroscopical and micros-
copical. The authors state that the appendix is not f unctionless, but
that the fluid secreted by it bas some influence on digestion, that it is
not an organ undergoing degeneration but is a specialised part of ti
intestinal canal, containing lymliphoid tissue. However this riay be, and
Sir Wm. Macewen holds much the same views, we can do very well
without it, and it cannot be denied that as age advances it becomes more
atrophied, and in a certain percentage there is a tendency to obliteration.
Certainly, judging from comparative anatomy, the appendix in man
ecases to grow pari passn with the cmcum itself, and the transition fron
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the cocum to the appendix differs very much in this respect from such
animals as the beaver, and the' ppreupine where there is an enorinous
prolongation of the coeeun bcyond the ileo-cocal valve. In carnivora
the cocun is small and there is no appearance of its prolongation. The
pathology, etiology, and bacteriology of the appendix is dwelt on, and
those non-suppurative, acute and chronic forms take up a chapter. The
various methods of removal are described and the one advocated by the
authors, which they say originated in St. Thomas' H1ospital, is that of
incising the superficial structures down to the rectus muscle on the right
side. incision of the sheabli and temporary displacement of the rectus.
The various methods of removal of the appendix are alluded to, but the
favourite one of the author's is clamping the organ at its base, ligating
the compressed part, and cutting away with scissors, and then the stump
is buried in the cocumn. This is described as the quickest, neatest and
-nost aseptie method of removing tlie appendix. Wc have operated. for

years, and have tried every mcthod except the clamp, -whicli seems to
us' parbicularly European. The niethod whicl is the simplest gives the
best results, and the quickest is the old one of ligating near the base,
cutting off with scissors and cauterizing. The ligature destroys the
iimer coats quite as well as the clamp, and experience shows that the
results are as good as by any pther method. In diffuse p2ritonitis the
pus is evacuated, the appendix removed and the abdomen flushed with
saline, adequate drainage is provided and salines injected into the veins.
The complications, suclh as diaphragmatic abscess, foecal fistule, hernia,
obstruction, etc., are shortly but well considered, as is also the bearing of
this disease to life insurance. If the patient has had a. recent attack,
an extra premium should be demanded; if sever'al attacks have been
experieneod, then a period of two years must. elapse, after operation in
the interval six months; after operation in a suppurative case, two or
three years. We have read this book with profit and interest, and can
heartily recom'mend it as a safe and trustworthy guide in this disease.
Anerican authorities are freely quoted, and full credit is given to 'the
surgeons -of the United States for tieir pioneer work.

LATERAIL CURrVATURE OF THE SPINE, AND PELVic DEVIATIONS. By
Richard Barwell, F.R.C.S., sixth edition; London, Baillière, Tindall
& Cox; 1905. Canadian Agenis, H. A. Carveth & Co., and Chandler
and Massey, 'Toronto.

Althougli a sixth edition, this is an entirely re-written volume, and
ii is evidently the work of a man with a hobby; this is not to say that
it is not a goodi book, for the hundred pages into which it is condensed
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cannot be read without seeing that Mr. Barwell has"coinpresscd the
results of a great labour into very small space, nor can it be read without
seeing ihat the author has a not fervent belief in what lie says, and
ihat the whole book has come out of his own tliought and experience.
These points all warrant the most careful reading. The author indulges
in no theoretical discussions, describes no patliology, and begins and
ends with what a careful observer eau sec and feel from the outside of
the patient. He uses photography to its fullest extent in his diagnosis
of tie case, and ·obtains a full length photograph of the back and legs
of a patient who stands, in a fixed position with reference to the upright
and the horizontal planes, upon a mneasured line on tie examining room
floor. The result is that with a square , the deformity can be deion-
strated on the pliotograph, and one's impression from reading the book
and observing the many plates, is that Mr. Barwell lias a very correct
method of preliminary examination. In treatment, the author qarrels
with many of the older more or less recognized mod es, and he is the
avowed enemy of all the complicated harness that does sem so irrational
from the standpoint of everyone but the instrument naker. With re-
gard to extension for crooked spines, ho particularly asks " Wicn you
wish to straigliten a bent shaft do you do it by pulling at both ends?."
In three chapters, devoted to treatment of pelvic deviations and lumbar
and dorsal curves, the author advises a minimum of apparatus, and of
the simplest, while ho depends upon the patients' co-operation in a
habit of correct posture, by education of muscles, the whole being con-
stantly subjected to the law of the plumb line.

TEXT-BooK OF INSANITY BASED OX CLINICAL OBSERVATIos.-For
Practitioners and Students of Medicine. Bv Di. R. VoN KRAFFT-
EBIaN, late Professor of Psychiatry and Nervous Diseases in the
C University of Vienna. Authorized translation from the latest Ger-
man edition by Charles Gilbert Chaddock, M.D., Professor of
Diseases of the Nervous System in the Marion-Sims-Beaunont
College of Medicine, Medical Department of St. Louis University,
St. Louis, Mo., etc. With an introduction by Frederick Peterson,
M.D., President of the New York Sta.te Commission in Lunacv.
Pages xvi-038. Royal Octa.vo. Price, extra cloth, $4.00, net;
half-russia. $5.00 net. F. A. Davis Company, Publishers, 1914-16
Cherry Street, Philadeipihia.

Professor Krafft-Ebing was well known as one of Germanv's most
distinguislied alienists. which fact, combined witl his acknowledged skill
as a writer, is a guarantee for the merit of the book now before us.
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Probably no one had a richer clinical field in tle department of
psychiatry than the 'author, during his experience of thirty-three vears
spent in teaching and in the observation of the insane. His work hias
been the recognizedi clinical text book for many years in nost of the
Coi.tinental universities, but now for the first time makes its appearance
in English, thanks to Dr. C. G. Chaddock, who has furnished us with
a really admirable translation.

Dr. -Krafft-Ebing in his text-book has given us essentially the views
of German alienists, and has made his exposition of psychology and
psychopathology especially clear and prominent. The work is divided
into three books, each of which is again sub-divided into several parts,
the, whole forming a compendium of almost all that is known in a still
obscure field of general medicine. Book I, is an introduction to the
study of psychiatry; book II, treats of the genera. pathology and therapy
of insanity; and book III, deals with the special pathology and therapy
of.mental diseases. The portions of book II, relating to ifie anomalies
of the emotional, intellectu-al and motor sides of mental lfMe arc especial-
lv valuable, *while the chapter on paranoia, in part 111, is one of the
best and most lucid expositions of this interesting and very important
lisorder that we have yet seen. The cases recorded are a.ptly selected,

well depicted and fori a meritorious adjunet to the letter press proper.
As migit be expected from the author of " Psycliopathia Sexualis," con-
siderable, and to our minci, undue stress is laid on morbid erotic mani-
festations as symptomatic of mental disturbance.

Taken as a whole the work is an important addition to the' literature
of this subject. For the purposes of the student there are books, such as
those of louston, Blandford, Brower and Bannister, -or Peterson, which
will always be .more popular; but for the specialist and; the general
practitioner, who, takes more than a passing interest in the subject of
psychiatry, Krafft-Ebing's book -will be found extremely useful and in-
structive. T. J. W. B.

PATIIoLOGICAL RErOnTS, Montreal General Hospital, No. IV. Re-
ference index of post mortems, from lst January 1896 to 31st

December, 1902, pp. 213. Compilod by John McCrae. B.A., M.B.,
assisted by Oskar lotz. M.B., and W. G. Rieker, B.A., M.D.

This is a continuation of No. III., of the series, which was compiled
by the late Dr. Wyatt Johnston and published by the General Hospita.
in 1896. With the present publication, there is available the outlines of
2,037 autopsies, in whici eaci condition mentioned in the anatoinical
diagnosis is indexed, so that the frequency of any condition. and the
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eases in which it lias occurred can be. found -with very little trouble;
thus the excellent pathological inaterial of the hospital is made available,
as far as possible, to outside enquirers.

One notices in the index that tuberculosis of the lungs and cases of
general miliary tuberculosis together total 145 cases, that is, about 21

per cent. of the whole number. The index of lobar pneumnonia shows
about 150 cases, and tliat of broncho-pneunonia about 200 cases, the
latter doubtless being frequently part of a terminal infection. That
part of the index which refers to endocarditis is divided so as to in-
diente the relative frequency with which single valves or groups of
valves are affected, and conveys, some useful information even on the
inost casual inspection.

The Montreal General Hospital is to be congratulated upon the
spirit indicated by the publication of such niaterial, even at considerable
expense; a hospital increases its usefulness in a scientific sense when-
ever its material becomes thus available, in however slight a degree, to
those outside its own walls.

PROGRESSIVE -MEDICINE, Edited by IO3ART AMORY HARE, M.D.
assisted by I. 1?. M. Landis. M.D., 3areb, 1905. Lea Brothers
and Coimpany, Philadelphia and New York.

The contents and writers of this volume are: Surgery of the Iead,
Neck and Thorax, by Charles IL. Frazier, M.D.; Infectious Diseases,
Including Acute Rheumatism. Pneumonia, and Influenza, by Robert B.
Preble,' M.D.; The Diseases of Children, by Floyd M. Crandall, M.D.;
Laryngology and Rhinoilogy, By Charles P. Grayson, M.D.; Otology,
by Robert L. Randolph, M.D. This Number makes a volume of 300
pages, and contains the best which has been learned, upon the sulbjects
with which it deals, in recent months. lhe literature lias been carcfully
scrutinized, and especial credit is given to New York and German
Journals. A book of this nature is essential for any physician who
would keep in complete touch with his profession, and there is none
better than Progressive Medicine. The March issue creates a par-
ie ularly favourable impression.

TH E MEDIcAT ENAMIATION FOR LIFE INSURANCE.-iy CHARLES

LY3 AN GREENE, M.D., St. Paul. Second edition revised and en-

larged, with 99 illustrations, 466 pages. Price $4.00. Philadelphia,
. P. Blakiston's Son & Co., 1905.

This is the best book which we know upon life insurance. It is at
once philosophical and technical, complete and well arranged. The
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historical account of life insurance is full of interest. There is entire
appreciation of all the problemus which the iedical examiner and
director lias to solve. The statistical information is mnost useful, and
covers n2ar.ly every aspect of the uiiderwriting of lives. The insurance of
sub-standard risks is dealt with wiselv, and with a. full apprehension
of the difliculties which lie in the, wav of a ju.t arrangement of pre-
nuirms. The-balance of the book is not improved by the recital of cases
of attempted fraud, and it is time to Icave the casting of stones at Oscar
Wilde to the vulgar. The present reviewer lias read the whole book-
tables and all-with interest and profit.

Tir OpTMrCro YEAR-Boo.-A digest of the Literature of Ophthal-
mology, .with index of publications for the year 1903; by Edward
Jackson, A:M., M.D. The Herrick Book and Stationery · Co.,
Denver, Coloraclo, U.S.

This is a book of 250 pages that condenses the current literature of
the year into a formn in which it is available for the ophthalhnic surgeon,
given in sufficient detail to make the material applicable in practice.
It is not possible to notice in. detail niaterial of so wide a scope,; the
index, apears to bc a very useful one, and by means of it, and the.
ailphab etical list of authors given in the appendix, it is possible to place
any knowu reference with which the book deals; this will be adnitted
by aIl who deal xwith scientific literature, to be no snall virtue. Wc
notice reference to articles upon "Skin Grafting in Opthalmuic: Sur-
gery," by F.- Buller, M.D., and " Gumna of the Ciliary Body," by .'
Tooke, M.D., of Montreal.

THE SuRGIcAL DISEASEs Or THE QENITo-URINARY TRAcT. VENEREAL
Asn SEXUAL DISEASES.-By FnAxx LYDSTOx, M.D., Professor of

the diseases of the Genito-Urinary Organs and Syphilology in the
Medical Departnent of the State University of Illinois. Revised
edition, illustrated with 233 engravings and seven colored. plates.
Philadelphia. F. A. Davis Company, Publishers, October, 1904.

The first edition was published in September, 1899, since when no
verv striking advances have been made in genito-urinary surgery. The
organie sailts of silver have comle to be very gencrally used in the treat-

ment of gonorrha. The nethlods of using these salts are fully detailed

in the present edition. The book lias been well received, and has taken
a high rank. The illustrations in the present ed ition arc numerous and
of a better quality than in ihe previous. The book is to be commended
as reliable and up to date.
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DISTRICT OF ST. FIANCIS' MIEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
The regular meeting of the District of St. Francis' Medical Associ-

ation was held in Sherbrooke on 31arch Sth. Dr. F. J. Austin, president,
in the chair. There were pr-sent :-Drs. Canirand, Genest, 3acKay,
Byers, King, Smith, Bachand. Gadbois, Rioux, Lamy, Sfevenson,
Banfell and Williams. Urs. J. I. Byers (Sherbrooke). A. Pelletier (St.
Famille), were elected members of the association. A comnittee coi-
posed of Drs. Austin and Camirand presented to the meeting the reso-
lution. which had been forwarded to the Minister of Justice, dealinig
with the question of the indiscriminate sale of wood alcohol. Cases in
practice were related by some of the inembers present.

Dr. Canirand reported a case of sarcona of the brain, which had per-
forated the skull and spread out over the temporal and parietal bone
beneath the scalp. The extracranial portion was six times larger than
the intracranial, although there was a narked depression in the mnotor
region of brain, there was an alnost complete absence of · pressure
symptoms.

Dr. Smith reported a case of sudden death in a healthygirl, net 17.
Severe headache, general depression and· finally stupor and death
followed in rapid succession. The length of time fron ·onset to the:
fatal termination was only six hours. No cerebral symptons, outside of
stupor, were present. Rupture of cerebral artery at the base of the
brain was the diagnosis. No autopsy could be obtained

Dr. Bachand presented patients upon whom he liad performed a
modified operation for nastoid discase, with good results in each case.

Dr. Williamns reported a case of a 1arge cystic tumour in a child 12
days old. It was situated on the left side of neck and extenéled from
the tip of the nastoid to flic claviele, and was the size of a small
orange. The growth wias removed under chloroform narcosis.

Dr. Byers read a paper on "Relative Aortie Insufficiencv."

ROYAL VICTORIA HOSPITAL.

Report for nmonth of February, 1905:-Patients admitted, 214: dis-
clarged, 207; died, il; medical, 59; surgical, 96; opthalmological, 22;

gynaŽcological, 28; laryngological. 9. Out door department:-3Medical,
C]2; Surgical, 332; opthalmological, 348; kynoecological, 67; laryn-
golcgical, 3S6. Total, 1,745. Ambulance calls, 62.

NOTRE DAME HOSPITAL.
Admitted riuring February, 1905:-172 patients. Dischargec, 167.
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In the various out door departmîents 1,760 patients were treated. The
ambulance responded to 64 calls, 41 of which were for accidents and
23 private.

1lOTEL' DIEU.

Were treated during rnonth ending February 28th, 1905:-2G3 male
snd 192 feinale patients. Discharged, 128 male and 91 feimale. patients.,
Died, 9 male and 4'female patients.

Coroners of the Province of Quebec met iii Quebec on February 22nd,
-in'i foried' the Association of Coroners of the Province of Quebec. The
following offlicers were elected:-Preident-Coroner G. W. Tolicamr,
Quebec. Vice-President--Coroner Bachand,. Sherbrooke. Secretary-
Trènsurer-Coroner Triganne, P1lesisville. Exécutive commnittee-
Coroners Gauthier, Upton; Vallincourt, St. Anselme; Chevalier, Iber-
'ille.

Thei meeting was presided over by Coroner McMahon, of Montreal.

Dr. Davd G., Thompon, of Hamilton, died on February 19th, in the

41st year of his age. lie was a graduate of Trinity Mdc-ical College.

Dr. N. Agnew died on March 1Sth, 1933, in St. Paul, in the 77thyear
of his age. Dr. Agnew prictised in Brandon since 1886, and before that'
in Winnipeg for eight years.

Dr. Elisha D. Roach, of Tatanagouche, died February 9th, 1905. at
zn advanced age. He was a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania,
and practised medicine for 40 years.

Dr. J. A. Greig, formerly of Kincardine,: Ontario, Winnipeg, and
North Dakota, died in Washington of tuberculosis. He was a 'member
of the first graduating class of the Manitoba Medical. College.

Dr. Philip Chisholm, the oldest rcsident of Cape Breton, died on
March 11th. Dr. Chisholn was born at Loch Charron, Rosshire, Scot-

iand, 102 years ago last June, and came to Nova Scotia in 1821.

Dr. M. 1-. Brophy, of Quebec, died on February 24th, in the 45th year
of his age. He was a graduate of Laval, and a member of the College
of Physicians and Surgeons, and Bacteriologist to the Government

Taccine farm.

Work is to be commenced on the new hospital, founded by Mgr. Guay,
at St. Joseph de Levis. about the first of April. The building is to

hiive a frontage of one hundred feet by sixty feet deep, and will have
three stories. It will be built of stone and brick.
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SURGERY.
UNDER THE CUARGE OF GEORGE E. A TRONG.

J. BESTLEY SQUIER, 3.D. Observatiois on Twenty-eighut Cases of
1>ostatfectomuv.' Jledical Nces, FIebruary 18, 10.0.>.

The writer favours the perineal route aind the vertical iedian incision.
The advantages claiied for this method are low mortality, coipleteness
of result. openne<ss to visual dissection. In answer o thedvantags
secured by adopting Ie suprapubie route. the remuoval of a calculus anud

on enlarged middle lobe. Ihe writer holds that if the calculus be foo large

to be reimoved tlirough the perineal wound a suprapubie could be done

and dependent drainage secured. while for the enlarged middle lobe, it

is often largely a question of imanual dexterity on the part of tle oper
ator. Prostatic hpveirophv is not regarded as a senile condition. but

as an interstitial change which has been in4idious in its onset, first

afteeting the innervation of flie gland and its enelosed urethra. giving
rise through its close connecrtion witl the hypogasirie plexus of Ilhe-

sym patletie nerves to imaiiv reflex svmptoms iii the kidney and blader,
as well aîs ihose of a puîrelv sexual character, and cventually,
with tlie cleclining vigour of tie patient's later years. beeoming la Ie-

chanical obstruction to the outlet of an already overworked, bladder. A

proof of this view live cases are under observation where ages range'
fromi 2: to -10. in all of whoii the gland is twice its normal size. They

niow suffer froim faulty innervation of Ihe organ only. That the timlie

will coime when such patients will be offereil the radical operation for

relief before the svmptom of obstruction lias set. in, the writer firinly
believes.

In seven cases the prostate wzas reioved by siprapubie incision with

perineal drainage. 0f these three died, one fromii lienorrhagce and two

fiom uremia. One lived a vear an-d a lialf. The other rénaining cases
were ideal cures. 0f the 21 cases of perineal prostatectoiîy there

have been two dcaths froiî ureia. As to the possibility of removing the

prostate gland, leaving the ejaculatory ducts patent, the writer believes

that if such does happen it is more the result of good luck than good
management. In connexion witli injury to tlie ejaculatorv diiets,
attention is drawn to postoperative cpidilymitis. which occirred in seven

case.4, usually on the ninth or tenth day. Some cases ran an extremely
acute course, aind one ended in suppuration. To prevent this coin-

plication. ligation of tlie vasa deferentia prior to the pro-statectony is

suggCsted. If flie vertical incision be used the perineal tube and gauze
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can be renioved nuch earlier than 'when a. more extensive incision is
uinployed. They are generally reioved in froi 24 to 48 hours. Stress
is laid upon the necessity for their remloval. Three of the cases had
a mîarked dh gree of p'yeliti-, but with tlie i caoval of' the obstructing gland
tlic condition was greatly improved. The majority of the cases call for
treatnent, directei) tmward the accompanying eystitis and lOssi of

uiiscular tone of Ihe bladder wall. Seventy-five per cent. of the Casè;
huad more or less advanced renal lezions. and it was observedthat in

mnany cases of renail insuiflliency the condhiíiin was mTuch imnproved by
removing 'Ie ur'ii-narv obstruction, and so giving frec drainage to both
kidney and bladder..

T. C. LITLER JONES, F.A.C.S. Eng. " A Case of Acute Homorrhagic

l'ancreatitis, Operation, liecovery.'' Lancel, February 18th1, 1905.
T he points of interest in this case apart froin iLs rarity, are the age

of the patient (26 years), the extreimely fouil and furred tongue, the
absence of any known cause, the diliculty in diagnosis anid Ihe un-
eertainty of treatment. With the exception of a history of constipation
the woman was in perfect healih. While turning in bed to reach for her
baby she was taken with a sudden severe pain in the 1bdunen. Though
constipated she at once pas.ed a snall hard stool. The pain was accom-

panied with vomiting more 'r less persistent. Numerous enenata failed
to obtain any result more than a little flatus. She was anitted 46
hours fronm onset of attaek. An anxious expression, dry nmouth and foul
furred tongue, distended abdomen. fluid in th!. flanks. painful arca in
the epigastrium with localized swelling, pulse 128. weak and fluttcring,
temperature 96 F. was the clinical p'icture. A tentative ding:nosis of
perforated gastric uleer was maide. Upon opening the abdonen about
thrée pints of blood nixed with serum escaped. Exploration revealed
fat necrosis at the entrance to the lesser sac of peritoneum, an opening
was made through the gastrocolie cmentun and the pancreas found to be
about threce times its normal size, discolored, edlemnatous. and in places
hoemorrhagic, though no frc blecding was present. The gland was
incisc-d longitudinally. No stone or alsccess was found, but what seemed
to be a dilated space, .which was packed with gauze. Wound closed with
the gauze for drainage. The packing was removed in 36 hours, when a'
discharge of clear, fluid panereatic juice, began, causing trouble at the
upper end of wound. The casc was discharged perfectly well about two
nmonths later.
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WILLIAM J. MAYo, 1.D., and Ci.RLEs HI . 3AYO, MD. A
Review of One Thousand Operations for Gall Stone Disease, With
Special Reference to the Mortality.

The writers have taken the iayman's point of view, that if a Patient

goes into a hospital alive and dies there, the death resulted froin the
operation. On such a basis the mortality attending, an opneratiuin m.ist
necessarily be greater than when regarded s due directly to the oper-
ation, but it serves to remind us of the great imporiainc which coml-
plications play against the recovery of our cases. The paper, as sta tel.
., devoted for the most part to mortality statisties, and one cannot but

regret the absence of conclusions which, drawn froin so imany cases,
would add to our knowledge of gall stone disease and its surgical treat-
nmeLt.

GEoRtGE EMEso BREwEU, 'M. D. "A Report of Eiglty-Four Oper-
ations on the Kidnejy and Ureter.' Jedical Record, February 18th,
1903.

Of the 84 operations therè were 27 neplhrotomies,w.it, ciglit deaths;
17 nephr'etomies witl one death; nine nephrorrhaphies with no mor-

tality; ten de capsulations on five patients with two deaths, five operations
ci the pelvie portions of the ureter without a death, six energency oper-
ntions on traumatie cases with one deatl. The various pathological con-
ditions requiring thes2 different operations arc reported and many of
the cases are of unusual interest. Six cases of multiple septie infarets
are reported, the condition being liinited to only one kidney. genr-rally
the right. Four had a nephrotomîy perforned and were fatal. wihile in
two cases a nephrectomy gave recovery. With reference to calculus, in
which clrss more errors are made tlian in any other renal condition,
tlie writer takes up the various svpil)tomns and methods of examination,
that should enable us to make a correct diagnosis. H'is conclusion may
bc given as follows: While pain and tenderness werc present in 100 per
cent. of cases of stone it must not be forgotten that they were also pre-
sent in a large percentage of cases in which no stone was found. That
calculus may exist without pain was showi by Bruce Clark who per-
fornmed 24 autopsies on caiculus cases, in tlirteen of wlhich there
hal been n1o subjective symptoims during life. IJematuria was
present in 32 per cent. of cleulus cases and in 45 per cent. of cases
with.it sone. Spontaneous ehmorrhage during rest or sleep generally
mîeans new growth. while hSimorrhage following exercise is stroni in-
dientive of stone. Freriuent or painful micturition was present hi on1e
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half of the cases of stone. Voniting vas found to be a very constant
accomnpanimnent of severe colie, but was present in a greater percentage
of cases where no stone was fou nd. Fever is rarely a srymptom of un-
complicated stone, nild and moderately severe cases of calculons pyclitis
oftex running a normal tenpe'ratire. while the ureter remiains patent,
but will show an imninediate rise if the .lierer becomes'oceluded. Cy4o-
ýcopy helped to a correct diagnosis in G2- per cent., and.was mnisleading
in 331. Ureferal catheterizaion proved vahiable in dlefiinitelv deter-
mnîing the side of the lesion, and in establishîing the competence,
'of the opposite kidney. With reference to the X-rays, we should
reject all plates which dJo not show the outline of the psoas muscle'and'
transverse process of tlie lumbar vertebr.S, and look with suspicion on
al shmadows winch do not have vell.defined edges.

MEDICINE.
UNDER THEr. CHARGE OF JAMES STEWART, F. G. FINLEY, i1. A. LAFLEL'R AND

W. F. HAMILTON.

TYPHIOID FEVER.

The subjeets of interest which, cluster about typhoid Lever are at onge
both. nurnerous and varied. he W'idil test elcars up certain doubtful
and a typical cases. At the sarne tirne there is a group of cases in which,
the decision bas been made long before the 'agglutination test showvs anv
.Z.gn -of positiveness, not to qpeak, of another group in whicb the reaction
neyer coines tlirough-Iout the whole course of the disease.

I*%olly.- (R! iihiclier .1Icd. W1ochen., June. l4th, 1904>, plends for anl
e.Tam uta/ion (f lte b1'od t4lken fromi one of the veins of flic ami. He
cdains ilhat eveniiin the beginni-ng of bbc illness, wiien agglutination and
ioscola care yet absent bacteriological cxanîin&tion fbcbod sa

invauab~ ad t di~nsis, and lead., u. 1.ly to an early and dlinite

rc;-ult. ILioIli describies a incthod of preseving the bacilli alive for 241
htourls in aI grape suigar iieditini with p,ýptone, until1 it iS placeed in the

hand, of a bicteriologist. le describes also thc meth ods of applying the
Widill test wiIIb typlI.mi baci]]i ki]1Içd wiîbi toluiol.

Daring the piist two years, throughout (-.an-via and the XTnited State-ze
'1m1ple opportuuitv for oI,9ýrving t.vphloid elii-leiec: has bcn affforred
those who practien, ineicine anil espe:ially students of sanitairy science.

Dr. Stok':s coiitributie.z a piper (SonIu? typhoidl epideinies staidiedl
b"v laboratorv iethols, .Iurnal of Mhe Amer. Mcfd. A1$soc., Februarv 2.5,
R>05'), desc.ibin- eca epidemiez of tLyphioid. fever-h 'bc 'ce of
wLich were lncated by nîcans of1ac~iOon examinations.
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In the first epidernie, a city nunbering 12,000i people, nad two sources
of water supply and only that portion supplied from one source suff ered.
One street, the dividing line of the town, marked the line between the
infected and the non-infected portions.- A spring in a holloiw suplied
the various houses. Cleansing- with fornalin and disconnecting the

spring fron the service practically cleared the water of bacteria and the
town of the disease.

AnothLr epidemic of 1 eases in the round of one milkman was clearly
traced to milk. The milknan's wife and son took typhoid fever and
during the early part of their illness milked the cows. The well water
was found contaminated with colon bacilli. An investigation of an out-
break of typhoid fever among the female employees in a factory, served
Io show that the milk was the cause. The mon drank beer at thoir
lunch, the women were served with nilk from a dairyman just outside
the city limits. and both wonen and mon drank of the water supply in
the factory. The water of the factory was frec of colon bacilli, with
only 450 bacteria per c.cm. The milk contained 4,500,000 per cubic
centiieter and the colon bacillus was found in 1/1000 of a e.cin. There
were no further complaints. from this factory after the milk was dis-
continued.

Thayer has made a most careful study of the cardiac and vascular
comdlications of typhoid. fever.-- (Johins Hopkin.s' B ulletin. October
1904.) The analysis includes 1,4.58 cases admitted to the Johns Hop-
kins' hospital from May, 1899, to Jammary. 1904. Tho conclusions ar-
rived at after a characteristically painstaking investigation are as
follows:

1. Typhoid fever, clinically speaking, is often associated with symp-
ioms suggestive of a great weakeninr of the heart muscles. A temporary
insufficiency of the mitral valve results as indicated by an apical
svstolic muriur not infrequently transmitted to the axilla developing
espceially at the height of the disease; those mnurmurs usually disappear
with convalescence. They may persist.

2. Endocarditi.- in tvphoid fever is probably more frequent than
is generally supposei. Tt was undoubtedly present in threc cases out of
95 necropsy cases, while in three others it was suggested clinically.

3. Pericarditis is an unsuail and an unimportant complcation.
4. Phlebitis and venous thrombosis occurred in 2.6 per cent. of Dr.

Thailer's cases.
5. Arteritis and arterial thrombosis is more frequent than is gener-

ally recognized, and is especially common in the central vessels.
6. A survey of our pathological material would suggest that typhoid



fever. may be a not infrequent cause of focal arterio-schlcrotic changes.
This iew finds support ini the fact that in 21 out of 52 cases there were
evidences of fresh endarteritis. In 13 out of 62 cases the coronary
arteries were the seat of fresh endarteritis.

7. While the deleterious influence of typhoid fever upon the cardio-
vascular systei is not as great as that of acute rheunatism yet, through
the unfortunate frequency.of the disease in this country, it is probable
that post-typhoidal cardio-vascular defects arc not uncommon. It would
be wise for the practising physician to bear this in mind and whenever
possible to keep his typhoid patients under observation for several years
following the disease.

Hydrotherapy in typhoid fever now emibraces a more extensive use of
water than is implied in the Brandt 'method of treatment. Cushing and
Clarke have laken up the subject of copious .ater-drinking and polyuria
in typhoid fever.-(Aimerican Journal Med. Sciences, February, 1905),
and from observations 'of 100 cases draw the floll-o.wing conclusions:

1. Large quantities of water internally, a gallon or more in 24
hours, may easily be taken by typhoid fever patients, if adininistered in
small quantities at frequent and definite intervals.

2. A copious elimination of watery urine at once follows, the degree
of polyuria day by day closely 'corresponding. to the quantities of fuid
ingestqd.

3. Patients are more comfortable by this mode of treatment and toxie
nervous symptoms are lessened.

4. The mortality. as well as the severity of typloid'fever sems 'to be
still further diminisied by this mcthod- of hydrotherapyemiployed as an
accessory of the cool bath treatment of the disease. While: recordin g the
conclusion of these observers, it is interesting to note the mode of giving
the water. Three pints daily has been set as the least amount whicli each
patient should receive. · Beside the patient's bed there is a' quart
bowlful of ice-water with a bent glass tube, cnabling the patient to help
himself with but little exertion. Four 'ounces of water every fifteen
minutes during waking hours may be given. Every two hours during"
the day and once or twicc at night. alternately six ounces, of milk and
six ounces of albumin water are given, amounting to about three pints
more of fluid.

The chloride and waler exerclion in typhoid fecer, willi copious diuresis,
is discussed by Sollmann and Hofmann in the sane journal (February,
1905).

This study appears to have been prompted by the general teaching of
-chloride retention in febrile discases. The summarv and conclusion in-
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dicating the results of their invest.igations, Sollmann and Hofmanrr
have forinulated in the follo.wing statements:

The free administration -of water in tvphoid patients causes a large
polyuria, exceeding three litres per day, and averaging over five litres.
On isolated dayis nine litres are not rarely excretcd. The percentage
of chlorides and the- total niolecular concentration are much below
normal, while the daily excretion of total dissolved molecules exceeds
that of ordinary typhoid cases. The eliminating capacity of the kidneys
is, therefore, not injured in tvphoid nor by prolongea polyuria. No
accumulation of fluid appears to occur in the body, the exeretion being
nearly parallel to the income. ... Diuretics do not increase the polyuria
nor does calcium chloride appear to dimninish diuresis.

The effect of polyuria on the chloride cxcretion, as compared with
ordinary typhoid cases, consists in a diminution of the percentage and an
increase in tle amount excreted per day; minor variations in diuresis
encet the percentage but not the daily output......The chloride ex-
cretion varies strictly with the chloride income. The effect of calcium
chloride is, however, delaved and comparatively small. Agurin, sodium,
acetate and nitrate and urotropin had no effect on the chloride exeretion,
but iodides increased it. Moderate nephritis was withont efiect.

The excretion of water and chlioride in typhoid fever appears to obey
the same laws as in health. There is, however, a greater tendency to
chloride retention in the fever. The difference appears to be only
q.antitative and not qualitative. It is grcatly diminished by polyuria.

The prolonged restriction of the chloride incoine appears to produce
no deleterious effects and the patients do not develop any " salt hunger.'

The diversity of opinion upon typloidal insanity in childhood
(Amer. Journal Med. Scienccs, February, 1905,) has led Dr. D. L.
Edsall to investigate this subject from the follow-ing points of view:

1. The outcoime of typhoidal insanity, w-hen the condition occurs in
children.

2. The influence of the nature of the mental disturbance on pro-
gnosis.

3. The influence of heredity on the incidence and the outcome.
4. The frequency of such conditions.
5. The age and sex of those affected.
It appears that typhoidal insanity in childhood is not extremely rare.
It was excCedingly easy to find over 80 cases mentioned in the litera-

ture," and to these Dr. Edsall is able to add several more. Admitting
the diffilculty of grouping the cases, and at the same tine the like-
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lihood of error-the writer finds 36 cases of mania, 26 of- dementia, 6
of melancholia and 14 of delirium in convalescence with simple de-
lusions or hallucinations, and one of chronie paranoia. A large prô-
portion of the cases of mania show a very pronounced eleinent of melan-
cholia.

The outcome of the study of the cases, as shown by the figures quoted
in the article dcmonstrates two important points. The first is that
the percentage of cases in whichi insanity persisted (61 per cent.), is
inucl nearer to the figures given by niany alienists tliaii it is to the state-
monts of most imedical clinicians or pediatrists. The second important
point denionstrated is that deineuntias are of far graver prognosis than the
other forms of insanity. Heredity does not seem to have any -influence
in causing persistence of the mental disorder, yet Edsall believes that
this point lias not been sufficiently investigated.

The oft-repeated statement that mental derangemeints are much more
conmon in the late years of childhood than in the earlier, is not borne
out by these figures. Sex seems to have no influence in determining an
aftack. A full bibliography is appencled to this interesting article.

Another interesting nervous complication of typhoid fever is reported
by Hahn (WVien. k. WVochen, No. 46, 1904.) A boy agel twelve years
towards the end of the third week of an attack of typhoid fever deve-
loped areas of oedema, like giant urticaria over feet, face and hands.
Shortly after he becaime aphasie, the mind remaining clear. The
aphasia was of inotor type and lasted for a week, and was attended .with
páresis of lower right facial muscles. While .psychical and physical
exhaustion or a gross lesion may account for similar conditions, Hahn
inclines to the view that -it was a vaso-m otor change, toxic in origin and
similar to 'those manifest upon the skin surface.

Coxilis. A rare complication in typhoid fever is discussec,
and one example reported by Porter (Amer. Medicine, February lth,
1905.) IL appears that the inflammation in this joint may be due to
the specific bacilli of this disease, to their toxines or to other oranisms.
Graff, speaking of the gross pathology of this condition, regards the
synovitis as scrofibrinous in character. It distends the joint and pro-
duces an inflamnatory softening of the acetabular margin, and the
pressure of the hcad of the femur by contraction in a fixed and addudted
position causes 'a pressure atrophy of the outer part of the acetabular
rim, permitting the head of the femur to slip slowly out.

W. F. HA1MILTON.
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RETROSPECT OF RIKOLOGY.

In this department there is perhaps no subject that lias reccived so
mucli attention or in whieli so much progress lias been made during the
past year as in diseases of the accessory sinuses of the nose.

In this connexion there has been extensive pathological work donc,
with the' result of improveneut in the diagnosis and treatment of these
distressing affections.

Escat has reported 10 cases of chronie maxillary sinusitis, operated
on by the Claoue method, which consists in opening the naso-antral wall
after removal of the anterior third of the inferior turbinate. This
operation appears to have given satisfaction, and lias simplicity to re-
commend it.

Killian's operation on the frontal sinus, in whicih he simultancously
opens the whole of the anterior ethioidal cells, lias diminislied intra-
cranial complications, and lias won a deserved popularity.

The relationship between ozoena and suppurative disease of the acces-
sorv sinuses has met with a great -deal of discussion, opinions of the
various writers differing as ta whether ozamna is eaused bv or .merelv
co-incident with suppurai i ve dizease of the aecessory sinises.

In this connexion Hajek has an important contribution to the literl-
ture in the second edition of his " Pathology an Therapeutics of In-
liainatory Diseases of the Accessory Cavities of the Nose."

A series of 12 cases is recorded. In four cases the ozoena depended
on suppuration in the anterior ethmnoidal cells. In thrce cases upon
simuultaneous involveient of thei maxillarv antrui and anterior
ethmoiclal cells.

in two cases upon suppuration in adenoid vegetations.
In two cases upon diffuse suppurative catarrh of the nasal mucosa,

and one each on posterior ethmoidal and sphenoidal suppurationî.
The treatment of focal suppuration lias met with sufficient success

to warrant careful investigation into the otiology of this subject.
Jürgens (St. .Petersburger Med. Woch., Feb., 1904), reports a fatal

casc of ozoena, in which purulent lepto-meningitis was found associated.
wiih acute empyema of the frontal sinuses.

The author considers the ulcerated nasal mucosa the primary source
of infection.

Dr. W. Freudenthal is of the opinion that there is alwvs associated
with ozoena a bacillus analogous to the pneumno-bacills of Fricdliinder.

Another branci of 'rhinology whicli lias received much attention and

in wlicl progress lias been miia.de is in the treatnent of septal defotr-

mities, and the " Winclow resection,' as practised by Bonninghaus,
Killian, Freer and others, has replaced to a large extent the older

iethods of straiglteniing lthe septum.
More time and skill are required in this submucous removai of cartil-



agc and bone, but the after results are so satisfactory, according to the
advocates of thiis method, that the extra exj enditure of tinieand trouble
involved are fully warranted. .

Although nasal polypi arc of so frequent occurrence, so much work
has been done, and so many theories. advanced as Lo Lheir :ciology, this
still remains more or Less obscure.

longe (Journa[ of Laryngology. Sept., 10-e), regards the primai-y
source of tleir origin as a localized odema of the inflamed mucosa, and.
the determining uause of. the <edemua a degencrative and cystie dilata-
tion of the mucous glands of the part. Lambert, Lack, Thurston,
Cordes, Martin and others are of tie opin ion Lliat ia.sal polypi usially
owe their origin inid teidncy Lo recur to disease of the underlying bone,
this being an ostcitis and periostitis. More evidence, it woulid seem,
is necded to prove the correctiiess of their views, though facts wodI(
warrant one in allowing that there is perhaps sone justification for
then, and there is manifested in certain quarters an increasing tei-
dency to remîove, along with the polypi, any underlying bone which may
be diseased, the object being to render their recurrence less likely.

EncoIraged by the experience of insen in the Lreatment of lupus,
Dr. D'Onisio bas mnade a careful sLtudy of ti ei!eet of radio-therapy
and light treatinent in ozelna,. his experience hasintg bet o50 satisfac-
tc.ry that lie has established in. Turin an institution whcre this treat-
ment can be carried out for cases of ozonîîa ani chronie purulent otitis
media.

Braeckhart reports satisfactory resulis froin the use of subnucous in-
jections of paraffin in the treatmuent of ozona, sinall quantities being
injected at a time.

It is claimed tlat this mnethod givesgood resilts in all rases of ozona,
except those in which there is a concurrent sinusitis. Helsmnortie also
reports excellent results in atrophie. rhinitis froin the interstitial in-
jection of parafflin.

The great popularity of subeutanieous injection of paraflin for the cor-
rection' of nasal deformities is somewhat diminishcd, there being less
enthusiasn manifested now than previ-ously. .

This may possibly be due to difliculties encountered in using it, to
many disappointing results, and also to certain unfortunate accidents
which have followed its use.

At all events it is now more generally recognized that its use has
distinct limitations. Much has bean written on the nasal origin, of
certain cases of asthna. and the relation of intra-nasal conditions to
paroxyszmal asthna. Alexander Francis has found that cauterization
of the seplal mucosa has been attended by surprising results in the
treatment of this disease.

305nmlixotLor.
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Hay fever naturally forns a subject of interest. Dunbar's serum'
bas taken a proinent place' in our ýtherapy with by no means uniforily
satisfactory resulis, though nimiy cases are promptly and efficiently
ielieved, and it is also valuable as a prophylactic. Kyle advances the
theory that in the altered chemistry of the secretions there is an ex-
planation of many if not all cases of hay fever. According to hini. a
local irritation is brought about in the nasal and other mucous mem-
branes by chemical changes of tle mucus-secreting g 'ands, and that in
all cases the predisposing condition is this alteredi secretion, the ex-
traneous natter or pollen being only an associated factor.

By changing the reaction of the secretions, he claims to have been
able to cure attacks either wholly or in part, and believes that 80 to 90%
of cases can thus be relieved or cured. To Miehacls, of Paris, belongs
the credit of originating this thcorv, which, should subsequent investi-

gation and experimentation prove to be correct, a very distinct advance
in the Stiology and treatment of hay fever will have been made.

Dr. Brunow reports an unusual case, viz., chancre of the inferior tur-
binate. Two cases where rhinotony by the sublabial route was per-
formed for absolute nasal insulficiency are reported by Delsaux, the
results obtained being in every way satisfactory.

In a brief retrospeet of this nature, it is of course impossible to record
fully all that has been done in a year's work in the departient of
rhinology, though it: is to be hopecd that to some extent the progress
made during the year 1904 lias been demionstratcd. W. I. J.

cij !!?rocedIngs.

SOCIIETE MiEDICALE DE IONTR-EAL.

Meeling of February 2Sh, 1.905.

Dr. O. F. IERCIER, PR]ESIDENT. IX THE CHlAIR.

Dr. L. P. NonmNn. of Three River:, Prcsident of the Third Congress
of French-speaking Physicians of North America, comnunicated a

paper on three cases of hypertrophy of the spleen, preccding bis report
by a few- remarks on tlie physiology and anatomiy of this organ.

I. Case.-3ale, aged 50, no trace ot maairial infection, prescnting an
old standing hypertrophy of the jpleen, which filled the entire left half
of the abdomen, but caused no inconvenience other than its great
weight. Cancerous degeneration abruptly set in, without apparent cause,
and rapidly carried off the patient.

II.-n a two year old child (mentally wcak), was found a very large
spleen. After an attack of typhoid fever, hypertrophy completely dis-
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appeared. One year has now elapsed and the enlargement has not
returned.

III.-Male, aged 29, had lad several bhæmorrhages' of the stonach and
bowe]. On examination, a spleen, enlarged to the full capacity of the
left portion:-of the abdominal cavity, was detected. Following a very
severe intestinal and gastric hmeinorrhage, an operation previously pro-
posed and refused, w-as accepted. Dr. Normand performed the ablation
of the spleen without trouble and a speedy and uneventful recovery
followed. Patient left the hospital on the 17th day after the operation.
Dr. Normand was warnily congratulated for the interesting cases re-
ported, and the success that crowned his operation.

Du. DuB said he observed a large nuimber of hypertrophic spleens
and would not hesitale to recommend ablation of the organ whenever
were present serious disorders caused directly by the affection.

DI. DE, MARTICNY did not agree with Dr. Dubé and thought that
hypertrophy of the spleen was rather a rare affection. le further asked
Dr. Normand if quinine had been given in case No. II. during
typhoid fever-for authors aseribe several cures to the. prolongcd ad-
ministration of quinine.

Dn. NoRMAn answered that quinine had been gievn in the second
case during typhoid fever, but in small doses only. Dr. Normand
thanked the menbers for the kind welcome received, and à. friendly
entertainment at the "Lafontaine Club" closed the event.

MON TREAL MEDICO-CI-IIRURGICAL SOQIETY.

The tenth regular meeting of the society w-as held. Friday, February
17tii, Dr. J. A. Macdonald, president, in the chair.

F. A. L. LoCKHARtT, M.D., presented a pathological specinen of
bydrosalpinx, and gave a history of the case and description of the
specimen, which appear at page 259.

Jon McCCRAE, M.D.-A case of atresia of the pulnonary artery,
with transposition of viscera; a second case of transposition. This case
report was published in the March nuinber of this JoURNAL.

D. J. EvÂNs, .D.-In demonstra-ting this case to the students at the
Maternity Hospital, T drew their attention to the fact tha.t the niother
liad a hare-iip and cleft palate and that this condition was not in-
frequently hered i tary, so that it was wise in sucli cases to be on the
alert for aIll forms of congenital deformities of the foetus. Then in the
preliminary examination and palpation of the patient the heart murinur
was detected. It was systolic and of a fairly harsh character. The
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possibility of the infant turning out to be a '" blue baby" vas -mentioned
!o the class.

DR. IDLEY MACKENZIE read a paper -upon; Injury to 11e-ad and Face
From Forceps, during Labor, with report of cases from the Montreal
Foundling and Sick Baby Hospital. This case report appears on page 257.

D. J. EANs, M.D. It is interesting to note tha.t in all these cases
reportcd by Dr. Mackenzie, there had been no évident injury to the
brain, and this bears out the advice in the text-books'as regards treat-
ment, to leave such cases alone. It is wonderful how much damage the
skull can receive without injury to the child's development. probably
because the skull is chieflv cartilage and the fractured pieces are
absorbed, as can be seen in one of the specimens. One 'of · the
two conmonest causes of these fractures is high forceps operation beforn
the os is fully dilated, and the other is in persistent occipital posteriôr
cases, wlierc perhaps the case has not been dia.gnosed correctly; if there
bns been arrest of the head bigh up there is great conpression brouglit
to bear on the head bone in order to facilitate delivery. One such case
1 have now under observation, whecre the child's head was large, and the
pelvis was not roomy, it took an hour and three-quarters very careful
work in order to deliver the child. The child is doing well but has a
doulde cephalo-hoema.toma. There is no evidence of internal injury.
The hoematomata are slowly absorbing, fhough on one sicle I am very
doubtful whether or not the skull is damaged, i was particularly care-
ful to use compression as little as possible in tlie forceps operation.

The paper of the evening was read by Dr. Wesley Mills on the subject
of, ,Certain Problems of the Nervous Sysien. This article appeared in
tle March number of this JounN-A. The following is the discussion
which ensuecd upon the reading of the paper:

GEo. Il. MATIEWSoN, M.D.-There is no doubt that clinically there
is soine form of regeneration or taking up of the work of a destroved
nerve, which goes on very slowly in most cases. I have under obser-
vation a young man, -who. some three vears ago,,received a violent blow
froin a baseball bat on the right side of the neck and chest. In-
iediately after the accident there was great oedema, of the right arm,

and ftie right side of the face, neck and chest, with ptosis and extreme
myosis of the right eye, which proved that the cervical ganglia, or nerves
of the right side ha.d been danaged. The myosis is now only of moder-
ate degree, while the ptosis is only to be seen ,when the patient is feel-
ing tired or out of sorts. There is still dryness, due to lack of sweat
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secretion, in the right arm and hand, which latter require the frequent
application of oil to keep it comfortable.

Pave we here a regeneration of nervous structures, or have branches
from some functioning nerve made connection with the gang or has

soie other part of the man's brain or nervous systei taken up the
work of the damaged structures?

G. E. AnîISTROxG, M..D.-In regard to the surgical results in nerve
repair, a paper was read before the Ainerican Surgical Association by
P1ow-ers, in which he' found that in a very large percentage of the ,cases

reported of nerve suturing the reports were so inaccurate and indefinite

as ào be really unavailable for serious discussion . In tihe Montreal Gen-
<ral TTospital there have been a great many nerves satured and the im-
umedia.t suture seems ti bave been succesful but the secondary is-another
nlter. Bv imimediate I iean where the ends are approximated im-
mediately aier the injury. Bridging a defective ariea, takes on a
more serious aspeut. ln soine of these eases the sensation was reported
as returning and the after disastrouis effects may have been froi the
fact ihat the growth wbich perhaps, hlas destroyed the nerve has also
returned and secondary paralysis" with it or amputation. As a inatter
of clinical experience, however, cases do corne to us. often months after
the accident, with no power sensory, or motor in the nerve, and after.
certain surgical procedures and the ase of a certain length of time,
the function is resumed, and the, iost successful of these procedures is
what is cailed the flap method, wbieh 1 think givés better results than
insertion or grafting of another nerve, although this too has sometimues
been siecessful. A case is repor .d I am not sûre where, in which a por-
tion of spinal cord had been introduced intoi a breach of two inches
in the imedian nerve, with. if I ama not mistaken, a restoration of fune-
ion. Transplantation of sciatie' nerve often fails completely,

and yet eases are reported where entgit has sunceeded, and it ha, been
found also that a tube is of 'somne help. Some surgeon reported that the
putting in of a smnall bone from one end to the other, seemed to direct
the downgyrowth of the nerve aud bring about in that way a more satis-
factory and perhaps earlier communication. The question is so serious
in somie instances viere the musculo-spiral was diefective for two or
three inches the surgeon resected the humerous to some extent, and in
that wav got the nerve end. together. One case was exhibited later and
ihr function was pretty well restored. But of ail tle methods so. far,
I t.hink, surgical experience would show that the fla.p methoci is the
more generally successful nethod, but Io doubt this implantation has
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been very successful to a certain extent thopgh there is a lot to learn
about it vet.

A. B. PENNOYER, MI.D.-I have had the opportunity of observing
several cases of section of the median nerve, two particnlarly, that are
of interest in connexion with soine features of this discussion.

The first of these cases 1 saw twenty- two years after the median nerve
bad been severed, no operation for repair having been donc: it presented
complete atrophy of all the muscles supplied by the nerve, and the patient
hac a practically useless hand. Here apparently ihough a very long
period liad elapsed there was evidently no attempt at establishing a
functional union through the nerves of the adjacent muscular tissue.

The other case is one in which the operation for suturing the nerve
was carried out eight years ago, nine nionths after the injury which
severed it, took place. and here there was some return of sensation on the
third day after operation. The improveient in sensation and in nutrition
and power in the muscles steadily improved without anY afler ireatiment
-except for a short time nassage-and in a year the land was as good
as its fellow. To-day one could enly distiiguish the affected hand by
the scar of operation.

D. A. SImRES, 31.D. There are mîanv points wliich lead us to coii-

sider regeneration is irom above downwards, and not from ihe peri-
phery towards the centre. It is frequently noted that if a nerve is
divided, say about the ankle, regeneration is slow to take plate, as
compared to a nerve, of the saine size, tliat is eut in the thigh or axilla.
This, I believe, goes to show that the nearer the cell body,-in other
words the vital centre-injury is done to the nerve, the quicker regener-
ation takes place.

As Dr. Mills, stated, experinenters, who had excised a piece of a
nerve and given time for complete degeneration to take place in. the

peripheral part, found on examiniiation--laving used Pal Weigert stain
-what they tihought to be new regenerated nerve fibres, even thougli
continuity between the peripheral and proximal ends of the nerve had
not taken place. The mistake they niade, I think, can be explained in
the followiig way :-Tdiose small myelinated fibres that were seen, were
only mvelin sheaths that had been formed fron the nucilei of the neiiro-
lemma sheath. later if the ends of the divided nerve were approximated,
the axones would come down and penctrate the empty she'aths. Or an-
other explanation iniglit bo, that other nerve fibres in the neigibouringr
tissue had grown into the substance of the nerve and given tlie erroneons
impression hat regeneration had taken place.
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Sir \Wm. Gowers two sumimers ago, made the remark when describing
the' likelihood of nerve fibres creeping in aud anastoosing with. the

.peripheral. part of the eut nerve, that when the Alnighty gave us sucl

a perfect anastomnosis in our blood circulation, lie also gave an anasto-
mosis in our sensorv neurones, and lie did not doubit, thouîgh ià la.s not
been proved .as yet, tut we have ai more·or less.perfeoL aniastoimosis in
(-onnexion witlh our miiotor neurones. As ain exape of a sensory an-
astomnosis, take a ense:where transplantat ion of a large piece of skin hais
been carried 'out. hie skin is fii'st anasthctic to al] sensations. After
some time hain4 lapsed normal sensation develop, wlich goes to shor
how nerve fibres have.aiendency to wnder in, and penetrate neighîbor-
ing parts.

In' the case where 1)r. Eldr reimovetd ithe supraorbital and infraorbi-
tal nerves for the relief of tic douloureux, it wzas shown - iiiiiediately
after lie operation that' tle area of the skin supplied by those tvo
branches was coipletelv aet.sihetic to all-sensations. Within o few

iys, sensrajtion first subjective, then objective began to reappear. A
foriniglit after the operation the patinrt could feel touci and pain over
Ilhe previously anaîsthctic aireis. It was impossible for regeneratiou in
oceur by' thaL lime, but te sensory fibrrs fron the neighoring areas
had grown into hie region siupplied by the supraorbital and infraorbita.il
nerves. 'le assurance of Mott, Sherrington, and others, ii London iast
summuer, for: the neurone theory for teaching purposes and for the
simplifying and understandling of clinical signs is of very great value.

As to Dr. Armstrong's remark, viz.: that from what le hall read
of late in connexion with nerve saturing and nierve transplantation. Le
was incilined to believe tle results were far'from satisfactory, and that
from lis own experience in the hospital, results Lad notbeen favorable,
Ilte explanation for this is, I tlhink, that treatment,-electricity, mass-
age, etc.-as never been carefully carried out, or prolonge'] snifliciently

to give satisfactory results. In ie ward or out-door of a general hosp-
iial, as a rule, one las not the opportunities or tine to do this.

Dr. Harvey Cushing iii is operations of transplanting the facia.l
rerve into lie spinal acessory did not expect ani did not get anvthing
like perfect results till eighteen nonths or more iad elapsed, and during
that time treatment both by massage and electricity had been carefully
carricd out.

In my experience in cases that have come under my care within the
last few years. if we failed to obtain resuIts within a period of three
or four niontlis in cases of division of the musculo-spiral or other nerve.
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where union liad been establislied surgically the case was looked upon
by the miajority of us as hopeless. Now this was a imistaken idea, for in

cases where we know continuity is present, in which pressure by trauma
or otherwise has produced sui imolecular change in the nerve that

symptoms of complete motor and sensory paralysis are present, we do not

as a rule fnd function re-establish ed before six months, or longer in

soie cases. How then can we expect carlier regeneration in cases ,where

the nerve has been divided and suturing has not been carried out for
months after the accident. The same can be said of cases of paralysis
of motion and sensation due to pressure on the spinal cord without a

break in continuity. Recovery of function, even with the most careful
and constant treatnent, cannot be expected under a period of eight
nionths. In cases wliere the cord has been divided and an attemrpt made
at suturing, one wrould have to carry out treatment likely for over a vear
before any marked return of funetion could be looked for. Therefore,
I havé come to the conclusion that in transplanting nerves or in suturing
them or where the cord lias received a serious injury we need not
expect sa.isfactory results unless prolonged and continuous treatment is
carried out.

In Dr. Pennoyer's case he stated that the pnedian nerve had been
sutured after a long period had elapsed between-the time of the accident,
and the suturhig, and that restoration of funciion had taken place with-
cut electrical treatment. I do not think that goes to prove electrical
treatnent is nlot of value. We know some people have recuperative

powers. Sonc cases of pnemnonia. typhoid, kidney disease, etc. etc.,
recover without ireat ment, while there are others in which if treatment
h>ad not been properly carried out, death would bave ensucc. The same
can be said of diseased nei-ves. Within ithe last two years I have been
giving electrical treatment more or less constantly everv day to many
varicties of nerve affections, the records of whieh can be seen on. the,
file of the General Hospital. Tiime anid again have I obtained resuilts that
were simply astonishing. They have been too frequent to be elassed as
muere coincidents. In the physiological laboratory, while experiienting
on animaIls, one can see the action of clectricity, in producing tone.

M3edical men have not. as a rule, the belief they should have in
electricity and this, I think, is lue largely to the fact that the general

practitioner has not the opportunity of using the different methods of
electricity, nor lias he the consecutive number of cases whereby lie is
able to jucge its results. No doubt its use in the bands of ignorant
men and charlatans lias given a set-back to its advance, but one who is
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practised and accustomed to treat cases constantly with electricity fully
appreciates that this method of treatment does not get the acknowledge-
ment it is so deserving of.

G. E. ARMSTROXG, .D.-I would like to ask Dr. Shirres if he has
cone across any cases of nerve division, untreated and unoperated, and
'what the results are after four, five or ten years.

WESLEY MILLs, M.D-Such a, case as Dr. Mathewvson lias referred to
indicates clearly that nervous influences are constantly emanatirg from
the centres and passing to the periphery, wi:h the result, aniong other'
things, of naintaining muscular tone; thougli the case in question shows
well that the process is subject to variation. These views are now widely
adopted, though I was once very much alone in maintaining them. The
whole subject of sensation is difficult to study in the lower animals for
many reasons, so that it is as Dr. Arnstrong has pointed out, most
important that all human cases of nerve-grafting should be very care-
fully and patiently studied. No doubt regeneration takes place more
readily in our doniestie animals tihan in nian, and in young animals
than in mature ones. It is a sucbject of congratulation that in Anierica
there is a school of biologists directing its energies largely i o the subject
of regeneration in general, including the influence of the nervous sysei,
on the original embryonic formation of tissues and organs and on ille
restoration of lost parts in animals 'at different levels in lie scale of
animal life, and at varying ages. Our scientific salvation lies in the use
of the comparative method.

Such cases as Dr. Pennover has mentioned are difflicult to explain
It would sometimes seem that the supposed return of sensation in' a
very short time after operative nerve union, was a purely subjective
phenomenon. Certainly sensation thus rapidly restored is rarely, last-
ing, and none of the facts we know explains a'dequa.tely such cases.' The
protoplasmic fibres referred to by Howell and uflber may throw somne
light on such cases, all the more as they are fiot permanent but like the
sensation last but a short time, in some cases to be rephiced by ihe proper
mature nedullated nerve fibres.

We have of late learned a great deal about nerve affinities. We knoV
that the size, for example, .f the nerre fibres bas much to d with the
question of union in any particular case. Why wilI r.oi pre-gauglionic
unite with post-ganglionic fibres? Why do-s the periphcral end of one
nerve nuite better with the central end of another than the reversef
Whv will nerve fibres come in froni outlying regrirms to find the peri-
pheral end of some severed nerve? In thez: -ases there i- some ili-
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understood attraction-sone affinity our ipresent cheiistry does not ex
plain.

It is plain to me that the 'whole truth icoes not lie cither with those
who assert or those who 'deiny autogenetie regeneration. Both arc right
and both imay be wrong. That the whole process is not determined
directly froin the centres is now clear; that they have a very great in-
fluence, both directly and indirect lv. is- also certai'n. Even-the processes
that take place in the peripheral severed nerve are, according to my
views of fhe universal an-d constant influence 'of the nervous system, in-,
directly depenclent on the influence of the centres. Again we must:
believe that Bethe and jis followers are not wholly wrong, but that much
in the process of regeneration is independent. of the direct influence of
ihe central end of the' nerve. But still othier facts and comparative
studies are necessary before we know flie whole truth on this large subject.

The cieventh regular meeting of the society was heMl Friday, March
3rd. Dr. F. i. England, vice-president, in the chair.

F. G. FmEY, M.D., and B. D. GIUr.s, M.D., exhibited a patho-

logical specimen of Embolisi of the Superior Mesenterie artery.
MAUDE ABBOTT, M.D.-The specimens of one of the caes of infarc-

tion of the nesentery, referred to by Dr. Gillies is in the Pathological
Museum of McGill Medical Faculty. The aultopsy was perfornied at
the Montreal General Hospital by Dr. Osler in 1877. The subject was
a iman of 40, wlio had voiiting and diarrhcea for cight days before
death. Post inortem there was found a large aneurysn of the abdominal
aorta, from which the superior mesenteric artery was given off by a
dilated orifice whicl contained a clot. Dissection of the coats of the,
arta. at the lower border of t-he aneurysm had taken place and:had
extended Jnto the ilice arteries, dleath occurring froin rupture of the
external iliac beneath the pelvic peritoneuni.

F. J. SIEPITERn, M.D.-I sloull like to iention a case of my own
which occurred sonie twelve years ago. It was sup)osed to be a case of
appendicitis .in an ol wonan of 65. There iwas sudden onset of severe
egonizing pain in the right side with vomiting and great tenderness.
This wiais looked upon as probably an appendicitis, an'd as slie was in a
rather siriç)us condition with rapid pulse, rising temperature, and
abdominal distension, I operated and found plugging of the ileo-colic
branch of thei m esenteric by a cancerous mass froin a cancer higherup.
This Iad caused gangrene of the ctecumn which produced a local periton-
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itis sinnlating appendicitis. The patient lived for some .time after-
wvards but she had a foecal fistula.

F. Ri. 'ENGL.D, M.D.-This case is interesting and ,is suggestive of
the posÈibility that embolisni nay explain sorne of the obscure cases of
peritonitis where no cause can be ascertained. ' I can recaill two such
cases'where the autopsy failed to find any discoverable focus of infection.

Dr. . S. BIRKETT roported a case of congenital bony occlusion of the'
1iglt posterior naris, in which the remedial measure was the perforation
of the mass with an electrie drill.

R. n. CnRA, M.D.-Dr. Birkett is to be congratulated on the suc-
cessful' result of such a rare condition. In July, 1903, a littlegirl was
brouglit to inc for nasal obstruction., Examination revealed a post nasal
growth and large pharyngeal tousils. Under anoesthesia [ found that in
the left,posterior nares 1 could not pass a probe more than 4 cm. There
was marked deflection of the septum to tho right and the superior half
'of the n>se was fu1ll of pus. I advised an operation and two weeks after
removing the adenoid, I attempted, an'd succeeded in establishing a com-
munication between the rigbt nasal and posterior spaces. i found that
the pus came from the sphenoid. I onlarged the naitural opening of the
sphenoid and put in a splint, .the upper half of which was perforated.
I saw the case about a week ago 'and conmunication is intact, but there
is still pusin the nostril though it had been completely fiee froi this
during the sumer nonths, the condition returning with the advent of
the cold wea.ther; it now requires frequent flushing to keep it clean. I
reported this case in the MoNTEr MEDTCAL JoUiRNAL for Noveniber,
1904. in Dr. Birkett's case 'it would seem that the septum was very
littie deflectei and evidently' little obstruction. I would like to ask
-what splint ;r. Birkett would use in this case.

F. J. Snar11ERD.-I have nevér seen this anomaly in tue Skull, ànd.
I think it imust be rather' rare. 'for. I have enamined iiaiy thousands of

skulls. .I (o not kiosv of any congenital condition which would be likély
to produce this.

D]. 1-I. L. REDDY gave the notes. of six casés of Cæsarean section,
which appear at page 249.

D. J. EvNs, M.D.-I thinlk in the cases w-hich Dr. Reddy bas quoted
to-Iight there is no one of tliein in which, according to the Atatements in
the histories of them given, any other course w-as open to hii in view

<, the fact tha't the cases all presented themselves early in labour at a

naternity hospital, where aseptie conditions prevailed' and skilled
assistance was at hand. T think he is to ba congratulated on the fact
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that he has establislied practically two new indications for the operation,
the case of the heart disease, and the hypertrophy of the cervix; both
these conditions as indications for Ctesarean section are certainly rare.
In the other cases there was no ,other course. This operation has cer-
tainly become popular in recent years, replacing the operation of sym-
physiotomy, as the mortality of this to botl mother and child was con-
siderably higher than Caýsrean section. Williams has collected 335
Ciesarean operations for various causes, and of these cases, operated on
by clifferent men in Europe and Aierica, there were only 23 maternal
deaths, and a very low percentage as regards the fcetal mortality. The
operation is of course only to be undertaken by men of experience, in
proper surroundings, and early. When the operation is left till after
higli forceps attempts have been made, or frequent examinations, the
mortality runs up; but w-here the operation can be selected and under-
taken early before niuch interference, there is no question about it as
being probably the easiest way to deliver such women, both for mother
and child. There is a new operation, particularly in cases where there
is a relative indication of S.5 cm.., in a fiat pelvis and 9 cm. im a gener-
ally contracted. This is what is known as Gigli's operation or hebotomy.
The symphysis is saw-n through to one side of the joint and union by
callous results in a permanent increase in the diameter of the pelvis,
-;o that in several cases the subsequent' labours have teriminated without
difficulty. It is probable that this operation will replace symphy-
siotomy in minor degrees of pelvic deformity.

J. A. HUTonIsox, M.D. I would offer my congratulations to Dr.
Reddy. He kindly permitted me to be present at one of these operations,
and I was much impressed with the dexterous manner in which the oper-
ation was performed, and with the well trained assistants and. general
suitability of the surroundings.

F. R. E-NGLAND, M.D.-I would like to ask if Dr. Reddy considers it
aIways wise' to produce sterility; in this case he seems to have left it
largely to the w-ishes of the husbai andi wife. About two years ago,
I met one of 'our French confreres from St. Gabriel de Valois, and he
informed nme tiat he had just done a Ca-sarean section for the second.
time on the same patient, and that the mother and children had done
well. An interesting point in the case was that on -opening the abdomen
the second time there was a liernial protrusion of the fotal membranes
at the site of the first incision :which lie hac made in the uterine wall.
Apparently ho had not rendered the patient sterile. Hle also used a 10
per cent. solution of gelatin to check the hSmorrhage.
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D. J. Evi.s, M.D.-I saiw a case in Dresden of a woman who had
C-:sarean section done five tîmes. Tiere are quite a few cases wherc it
has been done several times. A fecw cases are reported where the uterus
has ruptured in subsequent pregnancies, the condition of the hernia
iust nentioned has also been found. Recently some investigator had
recorded the conditions founded in the priimary wound ; after repeated
opation in mnany instances aill trace of the previous uterine incision had
disappearecl altogether. in others the process has resulted in thinning
out of lie original wound; it must be in this condition that rupture would
easily occur and wliere hernias can occur. Occasionally in the second
operation the placenta has been found at flie site of the uterine scar
of thie first operation. The softening of the scar tissue thus produced
lias led to rupture in a few instances. .

It is earlv yet to pronounce definitely the limîit of the indications for
abdominal Caesarean section. I an inclined to think that delivery per
vias naturales by meansi of vaginal section or hebotomy, according to
its conditions present many advantages over lie 'abdominal route once
these operations liave been perfectei.

F. A. L. LOcXIIART, M.D.-I tlink Dr. IReddy is to be congratulated
upon the result of his cases, and upon the fact that he has emphasized
the comparative safety of the operation, w-hen it is recognized early, and
I hope sincerely that it will iead to a great nany iore Coesarean sections
being done throughout Canada generally, provided, of course, that they
are clone with proper surroundings. There is only one criticism, and
fliat is in connexion wtih the case in which there was a hypertroply of
uie cervix. It seenis to ne that it is better not to open the abdomen in
these cases, and if I had lad that case I would have been inclined to
-do the vaginal Ciesarean section, -where one avoids the chance of peri-
toneal adhesions and consequent obstruction, and the risk of ventral
hernia occurring. The case -on w-hich Dr. Redclv operated for advanced
heart disease is one in which he iz to bc congratulated for bis bravery
in undertaking such an exceedingly danigerous task. One case I recall
was operated on comparativelv early. tlie disease calling for the oper-
ation was myasthenia gravis, in which there was a great weakening of al]
the muscles of the body. Here tlie abdomen was opened, the foetus'
'delivered and the result was perfect -to both mother and child.

H. L. EEDDY. M.D.-raciically speaking it vas Dr. 'England's re-
marks about this practitioner's worc at St. 'Gabriel de' Valois which
dlecided nie that if this could be donc in a little French-Canadrian town,
with certainly doubtful aseptic surroundings, and by a man without any
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trained assistants, then I could do it, and I decided that the next case
I saw of this nature would certainly be operated upon if I had anything
to sar in the matter. About symphysiotomy personally I never mention
the operation except to conlenin it. Caesarean section is niere child's
play compared with this. It takes a longer time to perform and -with
nc. certainty fiat you have roomn cnough to deliver your child after all,
and you niay leave your patient a cripple. As regards the operation Dr.
Lockhart spoke about I feel that wlien you have a cervix of 5 inches
it would have been a ver- diffmcult operation to do, imucih more difficult
than throughî the abdominal wall. As regards renlering the patients
sierile: in one of the 3pston hospiols, the hospital nianageeiint have
tik n the thing into iheir own handls and say you have no right to renler
theni sterile. I do not agree in this because it is quite enougli for a
wonan to go through such a risk once, and it is your duty to advise lier

to be rendered sterile. - This operation shouldi be donc carefully, as it

certainly lias happened that where the tube has been tied and eut be-
iween that pregnancy has occurred. I remember one case in which the

tube w-as removed on the one side and the ovary conpletely on the other,
nevertheless pregnancy occurredl. In my case it was tied .with No. 7
catbgut, and I an in liopes that sterility will be produced.

Joseph Macdonalcl, M.D., has severed his connection as managing
editor of the Internalional Journal of Su rgery and has purchasecl all

riglits in the Anerican Journal of Surgery and Gynecology. With the
April nuimber this Journal, modernized and largely increased in circula-

fion will be issued from New York as the American Journal of Surgery.

Phipps' Institute for the Study, Prevention, and Treatment of Tuber-

culosis.-According to the report for the year 1904, 2,039 patients were
under observation, of whom 1,130 were native-born and 769 were-

foreigners, while of 140 the nativity -vas not recorded. Many of the

foreign-born had been in the Unitec States for' so short a time that it

is asstumed they were infected before landing. Of the entire nuiber

61 per cent. were negroes--a larger proportion than that of the 'negro
to the white population of the city. Improvemnent took place in 537
patients, -no improvemi-ent uin 583, the result was not recorded in 884,
ani îdeath resulted in 153.
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